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The Rotterdam Approach 

Through the ‘Rotterdam Programme on 

Sustainability and Climate Change 2010-

2014: Investing in sustainable growth’, the 

city of Rotterdam is working towards the 

achievement of a clean, green, healthy and 

economically robust city. As an energetic 

and innovative international port, the city of 

Rotterdam, along with its citizens, busi-

nesses and institutions takes its responsibil-

ity to create a sustainable future together 

very seriously. Rotterdam is actively working 

on its overall sustainability agenda by 

addressing both the causes and consequenc-

es of climate change, by improving air 

quality and by reducing noise pollution. Our 

environment, climate, energy and water 

ambitions and achievements are turning 

Rotterdam into the most sustainable port 

city in the world. This unique approach 

makes Rotterdam an inspiring example to 

other cities. The Rotterdam Climate Initiative 

(RCI) public-private cooperative venture 

forms part of that programme and aims to 

achieve a 50% reduction in carbon emis-

sions, compared to the 1990 level and to 

making the city 100% climate proof by 

2025. The RCI is an initiative of the City of 

Rotterdam, the Port of Rotterdam, the DCMR 

Environmental Protection Agency Rijnmond 

and Port and industries’ association 

Deltalinqs of the Rotterdam port and 

industrial sector. 
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In May 2011, the ‘Rotterdam Programme 

on Sustainability and Climate Change 

2010-2014: Investing in sustainable 

growth’ was launched. In this, the first 

‘Rotterdam Sustainability Monitor’, we 

present the 2011 results of this municipal 

programme. Also included in this publica-

tion are the results achieved by the 

public-private collaborative venture known 

as the Rotterdam Climate Initiative (RCI), 

which is an alliance of the City of Rotter-

dam, the Port of Rotterdam, the DCMR 

Environmental Protection Agency Rijnmond, 

and Port and industries’ association 

Deltalinqs of the Rotterdam industrial and 

port sectors. From 2011 onwards, the 

Rotterdam Climate Initiative forms part of 

Sustainability and Climate Change 

2010-2014 Programme. 

The chapters in this report correspond to the 

Ten Sustainability Tasks set out in Sustain-

ability and Climate Change 2010-2014 

Programme. The aim of the programme is to 

bring about a transition to an environmen-

tally-sustainable port and city. Each year, we 

present a report on the progress made 

towards the achievement of the objectives of 

each of the ten tasks and on the state of the 

transition. It is with this in mind that the 

2011 Rotterdam Sustainability Monitor is 

made up of different sections. For each of the 

ten sustainability tasks, the report first 

outlines the activities undertaken and the 

results achieved over the past year. This is 

followed by a discussion of the results of the 

Effects Monitor, in which our efforts to 

achieve the set objectives for each of the 

tasks are described, based on the indicators 

determined for each of the ten. The Transi-

tion Monitor section outlines how close we 

are to our overall goal: a sustainable world 

port, world city. In the final section, we look 

at the organisation and the financial 

accounting of the programme. A concise 

summary of our main findings is given in the 

Executive Summary. 

Overview 
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On 11 May 2011, the first copy of the 

‘Rotterdam Programme on Sustainability 

and Climate Change 2010-2014: Investing 

in sustainable growth’ report was presented 

to Lena Pegas Silva and Miryam el Addouti of 

the children’s climate team in the Schieveen-

straat, one of Rotterdam’s ‘climate streets’. A 

symbolic gesture, to be sure, but if we 

achieve the goals of the programme over the 

coming years, yet another step will have 

been taken towards achieving a clean, green 

and healthy city, in which sustainability 

contributes to a strong economy.  

Sustainability cannot be achieved overnight. 

And a municipal authority certainly cannot 

achieve it alone. Sustainability can only be 

achieved by means of a combination of 

many individual initiatives, actions and 

interventions, proposed and carried out by a 

great many parties, working together to 

bring about a major change. This is also 

apparent in this Rotterdam Sustainability 

Monitor, which takes a look at the many 

developments, great and small, that took 

place in 2011, as well at as the results 

achieved. All of these have resulted from 

Sustainability and Climate Change 2010-

2014 Programme the Municipality presented 

in May. 

I am proud of this programme, Which brings 

together all the contributions and efforts 

made by residents, businesses, organisa-

tions, municipality and other partners to 

realise a sustainable city into ten distinct 

tasks and eighty-nine concrete points of 

action. Each of these sets out to achieve our 

goals to create a better quality of living for 

the citizens of Rotterdam, to increase the 

attractiveness of the city as a business 

location and to strengthen the regional 

economy. The investment of 27.5 million 

euros that will be made in order to realise our 

common ambitions will ultimately repay 

itself many times over, bringing in sustain-

able investments worth at least 350 million 

euros. I am convinced that investing in the 

green economy will make us more competi-

tive as a city. 

But this can only be achieved with vigorous 

partners and by sharing a common ambi-

tion. Thankfully, we have such partners. I 

could name, for example, the parties who 

took the initiative to set up the RCI: Port of 

Rotterdam, DCMR Environmental Protection 

Agency Rijnmond, and Port and industries’ 

association Deltalinqs of the Rotterdam 

industrial sector, as well as the national 

government. And, following in their wake, the 

ever increasing numbers of schools, 

knowledge institutions, housing associa-

tions, developers, companies, businesses and 

retailers that are embracing the RCI. But I 

would also need to name our international 

partners, such as the world cities of New 

Orleans, Jakarta and Melbourne: Delta cities 

all, cities that can learn from us, and we 

from them. 

The Green Deal concluded with the national 

government and the collaboration with Ho 

Chi Minh City in the field of water manage-

ment are inspiring examples, both on a local, 

as well as on a global level. Collaboration on 

the local scale, too, leads to inspiring results. 

Consider the decision by energy grid 

manager Stedin, waste processing company 

AVR and the chemical company EKC to invest 

in a large steam network in the Botlek area. 

Plants producing a ‘surplus’ of steam supply 

the steam to plants that require it for their 

production process that currently still have 

to produce it by burning fossil fuels, at high 

cost. 

More examples can be found throughout this 

2011 Rotterdam Sustainability Monitor. 

Such as the new Rotterdam Central Station, 

featuring Europe’s biggest solar panel roof. 

And the 56,000 square metres of green 

roofs, for which a subsidy was applied for in 

the past year. As a surface area, these are 

the equivalent of over six football pitches! 

Just recently, the total area of the city’s 

green roofs exceeded the new milestone of 

90,000 square metres! This final example 

shows that in 2012, we are continuing to 

develop examples and initiatives that will 

turn Rotterdam into the world’s most 

sustainable port city. And it is important to 

emphasise the word ‘we’: Because you, dear 

reader, are also an important part of the 

Rotterdam Climate Initiative, as we work 

towards achieving sustainability! 

Alexandra C. van Huffelen 

Vice Mayor for Sustainability, Inner City 

and Public Space 
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Rotterdam aims to be the most sustainable 

port city in the world and in 2011, we worked 

hard towards achieving that aim. In May 

2011, the ‘Rotterdam Programme on 

Sustainability and Climate Change 2010-

2014: Investing in sustainable growth’ was 

launched. The programme outlines the 

roadmap towards a clean, green, healthy and 

economically robust city. The Rotterdam 

Climate Initiative, an initiative launched by 

the City of Rotterdam, the Port of Rotter-

dam, the DCMR Environmental Protection 

Agency Rijnmond, and Deltalinqs, forms part 

of this. We have set high benchmarks for 

2025: to achieve a 50% reduction in CO2 

emissions compared to 1990 and to be 

100% climate proof. Central to Sustainabil-

ity and Climate Change 2010-2014 

Programme are reducing the level of noise 

pollution and improving air quality, particu-

larly in view of the influence this has on 

human health. What is more, the pro-

gramme is designed to strengthen Rotter-

dam’s economy, with sustainable invest-

ments worth at least 350 million euros 

scheduled to take place in the period up to 

2014. Those investments are also projected 

to contribute towards an increase in 

employment, a better living environment for 

Rotterdam citizens and an even more 

attractive business climate. 

Ten Sustainability Tasks 
By tackling both the causes and the 

consequences of climate change, Rotterdam 

is working towards realising the entire 

sustainability programme. This Rotterdam 

approach finds its expression in ten 

sustainability tasks: 

1.  To lead the way in reducing CO2 

emissions 

2.  To improve energy efficiency 

3.  To make the switch to sustainable 

energy and the use of biomass as a raw 

material 

4.  To promote sustainable mobility and 

transport 

5.  To reduce noise pollution and improve 

air quality 

6.  To make the city greener 

7.  To increase investments in sustainabil-

ity and to promote sustainable products 

8.  To promote sustainability through 

education and research 

9.  To prepare for the consequences of 

climate change 

10.  To stimulate sustainable urban and 

regional development 

Activities and Results 
In 2011, the Rotterdam Climate Initiative 

partners achieved a variety of results that 

will contribute towards the realisation of the 

Rotterdam climate objectives. In October, the 

national government and RCI concluded the 

Rotterdam Green Deal, an initiative striving 

towards both green and growth - and is 

therefore closely related to the Sustainable 

2010-2014 ambitions. This initiative, under 

which the national government will provide a 

subsidy of over two million euros, will 

support seven Rotterdam projects aimed at 

achieving energy savings and promoting 

sustainable energy in both port and city. In 

December, fourteen Letters of Cooperation 

were signed with businesses in the city, with 

the aim of providing new investment in 

sustainable and efficient processes, raw 

materials and logistics. 

Minister Verhagen of Economic Affairs 

submitted an application to the European 

Commission to have the Green Hydrogen 

Project by Air Liquide covered under the 

NER-300, a subsidy scheme for sustainable 

energy and CO2 storage projects. The OCAP 

network was expanded to cover the green-

house agriculture sector, which is now 

supplied with CO2 by the new Abengoa 

Bioenergia biofuel plant. The opening of 

Plant One, the decision by Stedin, AVR and 

EKC to start investing in the Botlek steam 

network and the progress made in the Green 

Buildings Rotterdam project are all important 

projects leading to improvements in energy 

efficiency. In addition, Rotterdam was the 

first city in the world to hold a biomass trade 

fair. With respect to the sustainable energy 

targets, the roof of Rotterdam Central 

Station, covered with some 10,000 square 

metres of solar panels, and the port wind 

energy covenant are worth pointing out. The 

opening of the national Electric Transport 

Centre to both consumers and businesses 

formed an important step forwards in terms 

of promoting green mobility. The Centre is 

the first location in the Netherlands where 

everything to do with electric transport is 

available. In addition, we installed the first 

on-street charging station for electric cars, 

while the Rotterdamse Mobiliteits Centrale 

transportation company switched to 

CNG-powered buses for transporting groups 

of students. Finally, the Port of Rotterdam 

started testing Neste Oil’s NExBtL renewable 

biofuel as a means of powering patrol 

vessels. 

A key topic of the Sustainability 2010-2014 

Programme is attention to the health of 

Rotterdam citizens. Laying down low-noise 

road surfaces is one of the principal ways to 

decrease road traffic noise. In 2011, the 

Brede Hilledijk, Laan van Avant Garde, 

Burgemeester Baumannlaan and Groene 

Kruisweg roadways have all been fitted with 

a low-noise asphalt surface layer. A decision 

was also taken to place an acoustic barrier 

next to the A20 motorway. A start was made 

with implementing dynamic traffic manage-

ment to improve air quality. The conversion 

of the KOTUG tugboat Adriaan into Europe’s 

first fully-classified hybrid tugboat, the 

implementation of cold ironing (alternative 

maritime power for inland and ocean-going 

vessels) and the application of the Environ-

mental Ship Index in the Port of Rotterdam, 

which grants cleaner vessels with reductions 

in their port charges, contributed to better air 

quality and, thereby, to better health. The 

greening of the city, too, helps create a 

Executive Summary
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better living environment. In 2011, the 

municipality and other interested parties 

drew up the ‘Food in the City’ urban 

agriculture policy memorandum, while some 

seventy trees have been planted in Rotter-

dam’s most concrete neighbourhoods. 

Rotterdam citizens applied for subsidies for 

constructing a total of 56,000 square 

metres of green roofing in 2011, while the 

number of green school yards expanded to 

ten in the same year. Also in 2011, the 

decision was made to expand Zadkine 

College’s temperature control centre into a 

fully-fledged knowledge and expertise centre 

for businesses. In this manner, educational 

institutions and the business world are 

working together in order to achieve 

sustainability and innovation. Moving on to 

the field of climate adaptation, Rotterdam 

and Ho Chi Minh City launched a collabora-

tive project to realise a sustainable and 

climate proof development of Ho Chi Minh 

City’s port and city. This cooperation, as well 

as the cooperation with other delta cities 

such as Jakarta and New Orleans, improves 

Rotterdam’s visibility on an international 

stage, which in turn results in further 

economic gains. Partly as a result of the 

efforts made by Rotterdam, regionally-based 

companies are becoming actively involved as 

members of Dutch consortia throughout the 

globe. 

Sustainability is important to Rotterdam both 

in relation to individual buildings, as well as 

entire districts. On example of this was the 

opening of the Kleinpolderplein water plaza, 

and the water collection installation under-

neath the Museumpark parking lot, with a 

storage capacity of ten million litres. In 

addition, the Warmtebedrijf Rotterdam 

heating company is now utilising residual 

heat from industry to heat buildings in the 

city. The number of homes heated in this way 

increased to 2,771 in 2011. The aim is to 

increase that number to 50,000 apartments 

in the near future. The redevelopment plan for 

the Rotterdam municipal office was awarded 

the ‘BREEAM Excellent’ rating. And the 

Rotterdam city centre is home to a number of 

examples of sustainable area development, 

such as the Rotterdam Central District, in 

which energy efficiency and sustainable 

energy are key design themes, along with the 

upgrading of the Plaza complex. 

But it is not only the municipality and its RCI 

partners who are working towards a 

sustainable Rotterdam. The SME sector also 

made a contribution towards the achieve-

ment of Rotterdam’s climate objectives, by 

having ever more hotels and conference 

centres supplied with sustainable energy. 

Fifteen locations were awarded the Green Key 

quality mark. Hospitals in the Rotterdam 

urban region followed energy master classes 

and finally, we certainly should not overlook 

the citizens of Rotterdam themselves. For 

instance, Schieveenstraat in Rotterdam was 

named the best ‘climate street’ in Rotter-

dam, ranking twelfth nation-wide. The 

Benthemplein water plaza design was 

achieved thanks to the substantial involve-

ment of local residents and students, while in 

Heijplaat, energy-neutral area development 

is being carried out by and in cooperation 

with the residents. 

Effects Monitor 
What matters are not only the results 

achieved and the activities deployed in 2011, 

but also the effects those efforts have had 

and will have, as well as how they are 

contributing towards the achievement of our 

objectives. The Effects Monitor shows that in 

2011, our efforts have already had a sizeable 

effect on the realisation of some of the tasks. 

In the case of a number of tasks, progress is 

not yet clearly visible. However, in most 

cases, this is in line with what was expected. 

Such is the case for the reduction of CO2 

emissions, for instance, or for wind energy in 

the port area for two examples of this. Due 

to the construction of Maasvlakte 2, wind 

turbines have been removed from a number 

of locations, but this (temporary) decrease in 

number will be more than compensated for 

by our plans to have new turbines erected 

elsewhere. Below follow a few of the 

The redevelopment plan for the 

Rotterdam municipal office was 

awarded the ‘BREEaM Excellent’ 

rating .
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conclusions arising from the Effects Monitor 

results. 

Reducing CO2 Emissions 
Rotterdam’s CO2 emissions in 2011 totalled 

29,565 kilotonnes. Put another way, this 

was a reduction of some 150 kilotonnes 

compared to 2010. This decrease is mainly 

due to reductions achieved by the chemical 

industry and by private households. A 

reduction in CO2 emissions as a result of 

lower production at a number of power 

stations was cancelled out by the emission 

of well over 400 kilotonnes by the Enecogen 

power company, which started production in 

2011. When looking at the overall results of 

efforts made by the Rotterdam Climate 

Initiative, you can begin to see their impact 

on CO2 emissions. The amount of CO2 

delivered by industrial businesses in the Port 

of Rotterdam to greenhouses increased 

during the course of 2011. A pilot into the 

use of biofuel for freight traffic and the 

increase of the number of on-street charging 

stations for electric cars using green energy 

have resulted in the first reduction in overall 

CO2 emissions brought about through the 

use of green transport. All municipal 

swimming pools have been targeted to have 

their energy efficiency improved through a 

unique approach. An intensive project of 

awareness-raising was carried out, targeted 

at SMEs and large energy consumers, such 

as hospitals. We also started to provide infor-

mation on energy reduction to low-income 

households. The projection for 2015 and 

onwards shows that an ever larger reduction 

of CO2 emissions will be effected as a result 

of the RCI approach. If we continue to 

implement the current package of RCI 

measures, we should be able to reduce CO2 

emissions by 27 megatonnes by 2025. In 

other words, we can still achieve our 

objective. 

Climate Proof 
The total coverage of green roofing for which 

subsidy was applied for increased by 56,000 

square metres in 2011, more than double 

the figure for 2010. By the end of 2011, the 

grand total was at 90,000 square metres. 

Water storage capacity has been increased 

by well over 19,000 cubic metres during the 

past year, with water plazas such as the one 

at Kleinpolderplein accounting for 1,000 

cubic metres thereof and the subterranean 

water storage facility underneath Museump-

ark accounting for a further 10,000. The 

remaining new capacity came about by 

constructing green roofs and new bodies of 

open water (such as at the Spinozapark). In 

total, close to 30,000 cubic metres of 

additional water storage capacity has been 

realised since 2010. 

Strengthening the Rotterdam 
Economy 
Sustainability and Climate Change 2010-

2014 Programme is designed to strengthen 

the economy of the city of Rotterdam. 

Sustainable investments worth at least 350 

million euros will have been made in the 

period up to 2014. By the end of 2011, 

these investments totalled 235 million euros 

- or 60 million more than the target for 

2011. These took the form of investments in 

the measures that would contribute towards 

achieving the city’s CO2 reduction objectives 

and for making it climate proof. In other 

words, Rotterdam is clearly well on the way 

towards reaching this objective. Our 

sustainability approach has also caught the 

attention of other countries, resulting in ever 

more international delegations coming to 

Rotterdam, and conferences being held in the 

city. Rotterdam Climate Proof is at the 

forefront in the field of climate-proofing. Due 

to our international profiling in this field, 

businesses from the Rotterdam region have 

become active in Ho Chi Minh City, Jakarta, 

New Orleans and Sao Paulo. 

Other Effects 
The number of kilometres travelled by bicycle 

has increased during the course of 2010 and 

has been increasing for a number of years 

now. There was also an increase in the 

number of electric cars. Up until 2011, 

electric cars were still a somewhat rare sight 

in Rotterdam. In that year, we started 

systematically installing on-street charging 

stations and the number of electric cars 

increased to 61. Our expectation is that the 

number of electric cars, and of charging 

stations, will increase annually by at least a 

few hundred per year over the next few 

years. Due to cutbacks in road maintenance 

work, less low-noise asphalt was laid than 

planned. As a consequence, it is not certain 

at the present time whether we will be able 

to meet the Municipal Executive’s noise 

pollution reduction target. Alternatives are 

being explored that may enable the initial 

objective, to decrease noise pollution by at 

least 3 dB for 15,000 citizens of Rotterdam, 

to be achieved. 

Transition Monitor 
The Transition Monitor provides a view on 

whether we are on the right track towards a 

sustainable Rotterdam. Rotterdam’s desire 

to achieve sustainability means that 

economic development must also give rise to 

an ongoing reduction in CO2 emissions. 

Fundamental changes, or transitions, in the 

way energy is used in the built-up environ-

ment, traffic and transport, industrial and 

power generation sectors will be necessary to 

accomplish this. Those transitions have been 

mapped by linking CO2 emissions to the 

following indicators representing economic 

development in these sectors: CO2 emissions 

per square metre of floor area (built-up 

environment), CO2 emissions per kilometre 

travelled (traffic and transport) and CO2 

emissions per unit of electricity production 

(industry and power generation). Completing 

a transition to the use of sustainable 

resources in Rotterdam will take many years 

of continued effort. As a consequence, the 

results will only be truly visible in the long 

term. As we are not talking only about 

technological innovation, but also about 

policy, behavioural and cultural changes, 

things will only start moving for real when 

new ways of thinking, working and organis-

ing have been implemented on a large 

enough scale. The Transition Monitor shows 

us that we have sown the seeds for this 

transition on some matters of high impor-

tance. In structural terms, the expansion of 

the heating network, the infrastructure to 

accommodate electric cars and the prepara-

tory work that has been carried out in order 

to realise carbon capture and storage (CCS) 

are clear indicators that an upping of the 

scale in the near future is possible. 
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Activities, 
    Results and 
Effects in 2011 
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Towards a Sustainable World 
Port, World City 
In 2011, the Rotterdam Climate Initiative 

partners worked towards achieving a clean, 

green, healthy and economically robust city 

as part of the Rotterdam Programme on 

Sustainability and Climate Change 2010-

2014: Investing in sustainable growth . The 

two main objectives for 2025 are to halve 

CO2 emissions as compared to the 1990 

figure and for the region to be fully climate 

proof. In addition, reducing the level of noise 

pollution and improving air quality are 

central topics, particularly in light of the 

influence this has on levels of health. A 

further aim of the programme is to strength-

en Rotterdam’s economy, resulting in 

sustainable investments worth at least 350 

million euros during the period up to 2014. 

Those investments are also expected to 

generate additional employment for the 

citizens of Rotterdam. By implementing this 

programme, Rotterdam aims to achieve a 

better quality of living for its citizens and to 

make the city an even more attractive place 

to do business for companies. 

The Framework: 
Sustainability and Climate Change 2010-2014 Programme 

Sustainability, a Common 
Challenge 
Over sixty parties contributed to the 

substance of Sustainability and Climate 

Change 2010-2014 Programme. Realising 

the objectives of the programme is therefore 

a common challenge, not only for the 

partners in the Rotterdam Climate Initiative 

- the City of Rotterdam, Port of Rotterdam, 

DCMR Environmental Protection Agency Rijn-

mond, and Port and industries’ association 

Deltalinqs of the Rotterdam industrial sector. 

Other parties, from individual citizens to 

associations and organisations, from schools 

and housing associations to SME entrepre-

neurs and multinationals, and from 

transport companies and local authorities to 

car users and knowledge institutions, will 

also do their bit. 

The Rotterdam Ten Sustain-
ability Tasks 
By tackling both the causes and the 

consequences of climate change, Rotterdam 

is working towards realising the entire 

sustainability programme. The Sustainability 

2010-2014 Programme contains ten 

Rotterdam sustainability tasks and eighty-

nine concrete points of action for the period 

up to and including 2014. The ten Rotter-

dam sustainability tasks are: 

1.  To lead the way in reducing CO2 

emissions 

2.  To improve energy efficiency 

3.  To switch to sustainable energy and the 

use of biomass as a raw material 

4.  To promote sustainable mobility and 

transport 

5.  To reduce noise pollution and improve 

air quality

6.  To make the city greener 

7.  To increase investments in sustainabil-

ity and to stimulate sustainability 

products 

8.  To promote sustainability through 

education and research 

9.  To prepare for the consequences of 

climate change 

10.  To stimulate sustainable urban and 

regional development 

This sub-division of the objectives into ten 

tasks is mirrored in this 2011 Rotterdam 

Sustainability Monitor. 

Lena Pegas Silva and Miryam el addouti of the children’s climate team in the 

Schieveenstraat are presented with the first copy of the ‘Rotterdam 

Programme on Sustainability and Climate Change 2010-2014: Investing in 

sustainable growth’ report . 

The Sustainability 2010-2014 Programme was presented during a 

gathering on the Floating Pavilion in May .
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Rotterdam Green Deal 
In October 2011, the national government 

and the RCI concluded the Rotterdam Green 

Deal. Under the terms of the Green Deal, the 

national government is providing support for 

seven Rotterdam projects that aim to 

achieve energy savings or promote sustain-

able energy use in both city and port, 

thereby helping Rotterdam to meet its 

climate objectives. The quick and easy 

launch of some Rotterdam projects is being 

impeded by existing obstacles. The current 

high import levies on biofuels, for instance, 

make them prohibitively expensive for use by 

chemical industry companies. What is more, 

there are hardly any incentives for compa-

nies in the industrial sector to invest in 

over-the-fence energy savings solutions that 

also have an effect that extends beyond their 

own premises, either. By concluding the 

Green Deal Declaration of Intent, the national 

government declared its willingness to 

actively cooperate in removing these 

obstacles. Amongst other things, the 

national government and RCI plan to 

promote the exchange of residual heat 

between companies. In addition, Rotterdam 

is set to become a focus area within the 

national electric transport programme, while 

the Port of Rotterdam will investigate the 

possibility of installing wind turbines 

producing at least 100 MW on the Maasv-

lakte 2 seawall complex. Moreover, the 

national government will support Rotter-

dam’s ambition to become a ‘bioport’, the 

launch of the Rotterdam Green Buildings 

Project (retrofitting), energy savings by SMEs 

and the development of the climate neutral 

Heijplaat district, by and in cooperation with 

its residents. Over two million euros worth of 

subsidies have been granted for the 

Rotterdam projects by the Green Deal. One 

million of the total amount will be used for 

the further development of the Rotterdam 

Green Buildings Project, which will focus on 

the retrofitting of buildings, especially 

schools. 

Letters of Cooperation 
Sustainability is the future of the Rotterdam 

port and industry. In December, the business 

sector underlined its willingness to work 

towards sustainability by signing 14 Letters 

of Cooperation, promising to participate in 

projects that are to lead to new investments 

into sustainable and efficient processes, raw 

materials and logistics. Examples include 

making use of residual industrial heat, 

optimising efficiency in the use of energy 

and resources, utilising green resources to 

produce biomaterials, centralised sludge 

treatment processes, clean energy for freight 

trucks, shipping and terminals, and an algae 

Biofuel Pilot Centre. 

Local Climate Agenda 
A Local Climate Agenda was drawn up in 

cooperation with the national government. 

The agenda outlines the initiatives in which 

the national and local governments intend to 

work together in their bid to speed up 

Rotterdam’s transition to a sustainable port 

and city. Rotterdam put in a substantial 

effort to ensure that the heat supply 

regulations and the topic of private solar 

power generation were included on the 

agenda. Those efforts were successful. As a 

result, regulations have been amended in 

order to avoid jeopardising ongoing projects 

to connect premises  collective residual heat 

networks (by the Warmtebedrijf Rotterdam). 

The private solar power generation solution 

advocated by the Rotterdam Climate 

Initiative envisages that the tax benefits 

(exemption from VAT and energy taxes)

Rotterdam aldermen 

alexandra van huffelen 

(Sustainability) and 

Jeanette Baljeu (Port, 

Transport and Regional 

Economy), RCI 

ambassador Ruud 

Lubbers en Deltalinqs 

chairman Wim van Sluis 

concluded 14 Letters of 

Cooperation with the 

business sector . 

nine, Rotterdam swimming pools have been 

‘greened up’ in 2011 as part of the Rotterdam 

green buildings project (retrofitting) . 
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Overall Results 

The next chapters of this 2011 Rotterdam Sustainability Monitor present the 
main activities that have taken place in relation to each of the ten tasks 
during the past year, together with their results . a number of results, however, 
cannot be connected to any single one of the tasks . These ‘overall’ results 
pertain to the sustainability challenge as a whole and are listed below . 
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Mariette van Empel, Director of Climate, air Quality and noise of the Ministry of Infrastructure  
and the Environment: 

Rotterdam is a leader in its desire to become a sustainable world port city. This is 
immediately evident from the many innovative initiatives in the city, including those in the 
area of climate-proofing. Local and regional initiatives such as those started up by Rotterdam 
form the engine driving the transition towards a sustainable Netherlands. It is on the local 
level in particular that important steps can be taken on the road towards a climate-neutral 
and climate proof society.

It goes without saying that sustainability is an integral part of the growth and development of the Port of Rotterdam . 
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attached to the private production of power 

using solar panels will also be made available 

to those who do not themselves have a 

suitable roof on which they can install solar 

panels. This would apply in the case of 

people living in flats or listed buildings, for 

example. We are of the opinion that that 

those tax benefits should also benefit anyone 

who takes part in a collective project. 

Rotterdam Alderman of Sustainability 

Alexandra van Huffelen is the Local Climate 

Agenda ambassador for the business sector. 

Port Vision 2030 
In December, the Port Vision 2030 was 

published. This outlook was drawn up by the 

Port of Rotterdam and the City of Rotterdam 

and describes the envisioned development of 

the Port of Rotterdam up to 2030. It paints a 

picture of growth for the period to come, in 

which sustainability will of course form an 

integral part of the development of the port 

with respect to storage, trans-shipment and 

industry. This Port Vision 2030 growth 

scenario also includes all relevant themes 

from the Rotterdam Climate Initiative 

programme, such as the capture, storage 

and transportation of CO2, the Rotterdam 

Bioport plans; LNG developments, chain 

formation, residual heat exchange and cold 

ironing. 

International Activities 
In 2011, various international activities were 

also undertaken, especially in the area of 

climate-proofing. The Connecting Delta Cities 

(CDC) knowledge network set up by the city 

of Rotterdam provides a framework that will 

enable Rotterdam’s innovations and 

expertise to be shared with other cities 

around the world. This exchange has already 

led to the awarding of contracts to consortia 

made up of companies and knowledge 

institutions from the Rotterdam area. 

In 2011, this resulted in assignments in 

Jakarta (€4 million), New Orleans (€1.5 mil-

lion) and Ho Chi Minh City (€1 million). More 

information on this topic can be found in the 

section on Task 9. In addition, Rotterdam is a 

participant in the ICLEI international local 

governments network, which is working 

towards achieving sustainable development 

right across the globe. 
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Rotterdam wishes to accelerate the transition to a low-carbon economy and, in doing so, create a competitive 
advantage . Its target is to halve CO2 emissions by 2025, compared to quantity of 24 Mtonnes recorded that was 
recorded in 1990 . By 2025, that figure must therefore b no higher than 12 Mtonnes . If we don’t act now,  
CO2 emissions could rise to over 40 Mtonnes by 2025 . In the more immediate term, we are seeking to reduce CO2 
emissions by 4 .2 Mtonnes in 2015 . The industry and the power plants in the port area are responsible for the lion’s 
share (88%) of CO2 emissions in Rotterdam . Other producers are traffic and the transport sector (7%) and the 
built-up area (5%) . Our aim is to achieve a 50% reduction in CO2 emissions for all these sectors and areas . In order 
to achieve this, we are directing all of our efforts towards the more efficient use of energy and towards stimulating 
sustainable power generation . These topics will be set out in more detail under the Task headings below . This 
section, which is all about Task 1, describes the progress made in carbon capture, transport and storage (CCS) . 

activities and Results 

energy and carbon storage projects. This 

project involves the capture and storage of 

the CO2 released during hydrogen production 

at Air Liquide’s new Rozenburg hydrogen 

plant, which started production last May. 

This forms an important contribution to the 

transition towards sustainability in the 

Rotterdam port area. What is more, the 

project also forms a crucial element 

underlying Rotterdam’s desire to become a 

‘CO2 hub’ in which transport, collection and 

storage solutions will come together. Such a 

hub would, in the long term, allow business-

es to divest themselves of their CO2 

emissions in a more cost-efficient manner. 

This is an innovative project, both in terms of 

the method used for capturing and liquefying 

CO2, as well as in terms of the very concept 

Task 1   To lead the way in reducing  
CO2 emissions

air Liquide’s Green hydrogen Project captures and stores CO2 released during hydrogen production . 
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Jaap hoogcarspel, Managing Direc-
tor of air Liquide nederland BV: 

Part of this CO2 eventually 
can and will be converted into 
an important raw materials and 
auxiliaries. Having large-scale 
infrastructure in place is a 
primary requirement for 
realising this. Air Liquide 
selected the Rotterdam port 
area for its CCS project, as 
Rotterdam has expressed the 
desire to become a leader in the 
construction of an ambitious 
CCS network.

Breakthrough in the shift 
towards Cleaner Industrial 
Processes 
In May 2011, Mr. Verhagen, the Minister of 

Economic Affairs, Agriculture and Innovation 

submitted an application to the European 

Commission for Air Liquide’s Rotterdam 

Green Hydrogen Project to be awarded the 

NER300, a European subsidy for sustainable 
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of creating a CO2 hub, which will bear the 

name of Rotterdam Cintra (‘Carbon in 

transport’). Cintra is a joint development 

project by Air Liquide, Vopak (temporary 

storage), Anthony Veder (maritime transport) 

and Gasunie (pipeline network).

In addition to ROAD, the new E.ON Maasvlakte 

1 power plant’s demonstration project of 

carbon capture and storage technology, the 

Green Hydrogen Project forms the second 

large-scale demonstration project in 

Rotterdam. GDF-SUEZ is a partner in this 

project. Thanks to these projects, demon-

strating the technology available to the power 

generation and industrial sectors, and due to 

the fact that in Rotterdam, the necessary 

infrastructure is in place, Rotterdam is now 

ready to develop a comprehensive CCS 

approach for the region. By making carbon 

capture as cost-efficient as possible, we will 

be able to strike two birds with one stone: Not 

only will this enable the port area to become 

more sustainable, but it will also make it 

becomes more attractive to businesses to 

become active in carbon capture. The 

European Commission will decide on the 

application to grant a subsidy to Air Liquide in 

2012. At the same time, we also expect a 

decision on investment in ROAD. 

Supplying the greenhouse 
agriculture sector with CO2 
In 2011, OCAP started supplying green-

houses in the Rotterdam region with CO2 

released by bioethanol producer Abengoa, 

in addition to CO2 produced by Shell. The 

quantity involved amounted to around 30 

ktonnes of CO2. Some 500 greenhouse 

owners purchasing their CO2 from OCAP will 

see an increase in the security of supply, as 

a result of the opening of the Spanish 

company Abengoa Bioenergia’s new biofuel 

plant.  Should one of the carbon sources be 

shut down for maintenance or malfunction, 

the existence of the other will guarantee 

continuity of supply. In addition, the 

additional availability of CO2 will enable 

OCAP to start providing carbon dioxide to 

greenhouses on the Zuidplaspolder. In 

2011, a total of 334 ktonnes of CO2 

captured from industrial processes in the 
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In 2011, a total of 334 ktonnes of CO2 captured from industrial processes in the Rotterdam port area 

was supplied to the greenhouse agriculture sector . 

In addition: 
•	 	Together	with	OCAP,	Gasunie	and	

Stedin, the Port of Rotterdam has 

initiated the R3CP project to construct 

a CO2 discharge pipeline network in the 

port area . Multiple companies will be 

able to connect to the pipeline as a 

means of disposing of CO2 . 

•	 	Connie	Hedegaard,	EU	Commissioner	

for European climate policy, made a 

visit to Rotterdam . During that visit, 

Rotterdam port area was supplied to 

greenhouses. 

Economic Effects 
A study into the economic effects of CCS was 

completed in May. One of the primary 

conclusions of the investigation was that 

CCS and its associated effects may lead to 

1900 additional jobs becoming available in 

the Rotterdam region, should full use be 

made of CCS. Carrying out these types of 

study is one of the ways in which RCI 

provides support for CCS projects. Studies 

have also been carried out in the area of 

strategic environment management and 

storage scenarios. Since CCS is still in its 

infancy and continuously developing, it 

exists without a regulatory framework. It is, 

therefore, important that the experience 

gained in Rotterdam with the technology is 

used in order to inform any amendments 

made to existing laws and regulations. 

North Sea Regional Collabo-
ration 
Alongside the regional network it is also 

important that Rotterdam’s voice is heard in 

the consultations of the North Sea Basin task 

Force (NSBtF), which is made up of the 

national governments of the countries 

bordering the North Sea. This led, amongst 

other things, to the RCI organising a NSBtF 

conference in the Netherlands. At that 

conference, the decision was made that the 

NSBtF will start working on an analysis of 

the storage solutions in the entire North Sea 

area, a paper on long-term liabilities and 

cross-border transportation of CO2. Rotter-

dam’s stake in this decision is to increase the 

profitability of Dutch investments in CCS. 

the RCI partners provided her with an 

explanation of Rotterdam’s energy 

efficiency, sustainable energy and CCS 

ambitions and projects . Ms hedegaard 

is in charge of the nER subsidies . 

•	 	Because	Rotterdam	is	a	global	leader	in	

the field, the australian Global CCS 

Institute (GCCSI) provides financial 

support to a number of projects and 

held its annual conference in Rotter-

dam in May 2011 . The financial support 

from the GCCSI made it possible for a 

CCS case study to be carried out into the 

results of the Rotterdam CCS approach, 

so as to provide valuable lessons that 

will benefit CCS projects all over the 

globe, as well as to point out the areas 

for improvement within the current 

projects .
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Effects Monitor 
The Effects Monitor section of this 2011 Rotterdam Sustaina-

bility Monitor discusses, on a task-by-task basis, the results 

of our efforts in terms of how much they contribute to our 

final goals. This will be presented in association with the 

indicators that have been determined for each of the tasks. 

Objective: To reduce CO2 emissions by 50% by 2025, when 

compared to the 1990 figure. 

Indicator: The aggregate yearly CO2 emissions of all CO2 producers 

in Rotterdam. 

 

CO2 emissions in the city of Rotterdam s totalled 29,565 ktonnes in 

2011. Put another way, this was a reduction of some 150 ktonnes 

compared to 2010. This decrease is mainly due to reductions 

effected by the chemical industry and private households. The 

decrease in CO2 emissions by private households is mainly due to the 

relatively high temperatures in 2011, compared to those in 2010. A 

reduction in CO2 emissions as a result of lower production at a 

number of power stations was cancelled out by the emissions of the 

Enecogen power company, which started production recently: 

Enecogen produced well over 400 ktonnes of CO2 in 2011 and this 

figure may rise to well over 2 Mtonnes in the coming years, when the 

plant is operating at full capacity. Traffic and transport emissions 

remained more or less unchanged. It is important to realise, however, 

that the figures provided above are provisional. 

No figures for 2011 were available as yet for some producers. 

Estimates of their CO2 emissions have been based on external 

sources or were drawn up by experts. 

This concludes the discussion of overall trends with regard to CO2 

emissions. If we take a look at the overall results of efforts made by 

the Rotterdam Climate Initiative, we can begin to see their impact on 

CO2 emissions. CO2 emissions were reduced by some 50 ktonnes 

during 2011 as a result of the efforts of the RCI. By the end of 2011, 

additional carbon capture capacity became available at Abengoa, the 

CO2 subsequently being supplied to greenhouses via the OCAP 

pipeline. This cut down emissions by some 30 ktonnes. So far, 

improvements made with regard to energy-efficiency at industrial 

sites did not give rise to an additional reduction in CO2 emissions: 

savings made by the Deltalinqs members were cancelled out by the 

other industrial companies in Rotterdam (also see Task 2). 

As far as road traffic is concerned (see also Task 4), the use of electric 

cars is on the rise. This is partly the result of the installation of more 

on-street recharging stations, of which there are 80, as of late 2011. 

The use of biofuels by freight transporters is giving rise to a reduction 

in CO2 emissions. Carbon reduction in the traffic and transport sector 

is estimated to come to a few kilotonnes of CO2. As far as buildings 

are concerned, many dwellings offered by housing associations have 

now been fitted with energy-saving solutions. The same applies to 

SMEs in a number of sectors, as well as major consumers of energy, 

such as hospitals. In addition, we have provided low-income 

households with energy savings advice, helping them save both 

energy - and energy costs. The estimated reduction in CO2 emissions 

in built-up areas comes to 15 ktonnes. 

In 2011, the effects of the work undertaken by the RCI were still 

relatively limited. This is in contrast to the picture for 2015 and 

beyond, when we expect the RCI efforts to result in an ever-increasing 

reduction. In the years to come, we expect CO2 emissions to rise 

sharply, as the two new E.ON and Electrabel coal-fired power plants 

commence operations. Our estimate is that emission levels will rise 

to almost 40 Mtonnes in 2015. By implementing the RCI measures, 

we may realise a reduction of over 4 Mtonnes. If we continue 

implementing the full range of RCI measures, we should be able to 

reduce CO2 emissions by 27 megatonnes by 2025. In other words, 

we can still achieve our objective. 
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Karin husmann, Director of Plant 
One: 

Industrial companies in 
Rotterdam are striving to achieve 
more efficient processes. Plant 
One Will help them achieve this 
by providing a solution that will 
enable them to test process 
technology on an industrial scale. 
We have all required facilities and 
hold all the necessary permits to 
do this quickly and efficiently. 
Our pilot site distinguishes itself 
from other initiatives by its ability 
to facilitate large-scale testing 
and by focusing on multi-
technology approach.
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One important climate target, both on a European and a national level, is to achieve savings of 20% of the current 
annual energy use by 2020 . This will be necessary in order to combat climate change and to reduce dependency on 
imported fossil fuels . In order to reach this target, we aim to have companies make large-scale replacement and 
innovation investments, to develop new heating and steam grids, to have companies implement technological 
innovation in their business processes, and to alter current behaviour . In order to achieve this, we will need citizens and 
companies alike to play their part . It is with this in mind that the RCI will set out to stimulate the start-up of local 
initiatives .  

activities and Results 

tion. The RCI, the Port of Rotterdam, 

Deltalinqs and TNO established Plant One 

with an aim to stimulate and speed up 

sustainable development. The first pilot 

projects have now got underway. The Energy 

research Centre of the Netherlands (ECN) is 

in the process of developing new technology 

that will enable chemical separation 

processes to become more efficient. TNO’s 

pilot project is ACCU, an installation capable 

of filtering CO2 from the air. 

Steam Network 
In late 2011, the energy grid management 

company Stedin, the waste processing 

company AVR/van Gansewinkel and the 

chemical company and power user Emerald 

Kalama Chemical (EKC) took the decision to 

invest in Rotterdam’s Botlek steam network. 

The Final Investment Decision was officially 

signed in February 2012, partly as a result of 

the efforts of the RCI partners. The purpose 

of the network is to transport steam from 

one plant to surrounding plants that need it 

Task 2   To improve energy efficiency

Minister Verhagen opens 
Plant One 
In May, Minister Verhagen of Economic 

Affairs, Agriculture and Innovation opened 

Plant One, a new sustainable process 

technology testing site in the Rotterdam 

region. Plant One bridges the gap between 

laboratory testing and full-scale production. 

At Plant One, process improvements that are 

promising at laboratory scale can be tested 

here at production scale and their develop-

ment can be finalised for industrial applica-

In May, Minister Verhagen opened Plant One, a new sustainable process technology testing site in 

the Rotterdam region . 
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for their production. At the present time, 

those plants are still generating steam at a 

high cost, using fossil fuels. The first section 

of the network will be built in the western 

part of the industrial area; however, the 

objective is to extend the network to the 

Botlek area within the foreseeable future. 

Plants located along the route may either 

contribute or consume steam, according to 

their needs. The complete steam network will 

reduce CO2 emissions by over 200,000 tons 

annually, improving air quality at the same 

time. 

Hotels and Conference 
Centres Opt for Sustainabil-
ity 
Having previously signed the Sustainable 

Rotterdam Hotels and Conference Centres 

Agreement, 29 hotels and conference centres 

turned their intentions into action during 

2011. Fifteen sites that started working on 

reducing their environmental impact and 

making their operations more sustainable 

were awarded the Green Key Label and eleven 

of those fifteen were even awarded the Gold, 

the highest available rating. As of late 2011, 

a total of 21 sites were taking part. While 

those sites were working towards making 

their operations more sustainable, themed 

meetings were set up for the companies 

involved to help them make a start with the 

initial phase of the certification process. At 

the meetings themselves, the participants 

exchanged experiences in these meetings, 

and topics brought up by the companies 

themselves were addressed. 

Hospitals in the Greater 
Rotterdam Area Take Energy 
Master Classes 
As far as the energy consumption of 

individual buildings in the Rotterdam, 

Spijkenisse, Capelle aan den IJssel, and 

Schiedam municipalities is concerned, 

hospitals take up approximately 4% of the 

total consumption. The hospitals in the 

greater Rotterdam area emit around 

125,000 tonnes of CO2 each year. Research 

shows that hospitals can, on average, realise 

energy savings of 12%. In realisation of that 

fact, all nine hospitals in the Rotterdam 

region in 2011 participated in four energy 

master classes, the intention of which was to 

exchange knowledge and experience of ways 

in which to achieve energy savings. 

Sustainable Action 
During the period from December 2011 to 

December 2013, the Rotterdam housing 

associations, renovation company WAIFER 

Nederland BV, the City of Rotterdam and 

other partners will renovate 2500 existing 

houses in the city, improving their perfor-

mance by a minimum of two energy label 

rankings. This, in itself, forms the essential 

part of the Sustainable Action collaboration 

agreement that was signed on 14 December. 

Sustainable Action is to connect and bring 

together the citizens of Rotterdam and 

market players in order to help them speed 

up and improve the process of making 

existing houses more sustainable, while at 

the same time making it less costly and less 

of a hassle. This approach will lead to energy 

and cost savings for house owners and 

residents. The process of making the existing 

houses in Rotterdam more sustainable forms 

part of Block by Block, the national energy 

savings programme. Sustainable Action is 

targeted at tenants of housing association 

apartments and private home owners alike, 

whether they are part of an association of 

owner-occupiers, or not. 

Unique Real Property 
Sustainability Strategy 
The Rotterdam Green Buildings approach 

employs energy savings measures to 

implement its sustainability strategy for 

each type of building within the municipal 

real property portfolio. In April 2011, the 

municipality launched a sustainability public 

tendering procedure, with the aim of bringing 

about a sharp reduction in CO2 emission 

levels within its real estate portfolio. Because 

the municipal swimming pools are large-

scale energy and water consumers, they 

formed a prime choice for a sustainability 

pilot project. The pilot will give rise to a 34% 

alderman van huffelen and partners (VvE010, 

Warmtebedrijf Rotterdam, WaIFER, the 

Woonbron, Woonstad Rotterdam, havensteder 

and Woningbouwvereniging hoek van holland 

housing associations) signed the Sustainable 

action collaboration agreement .

In 2011 Beurs-WTC Congress & Event Center was awarded with the golden Green Key Label .
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reduction of the swimming pools’ energy bill 

- i.e., savings totalling 3.4 million euros -, 

annual carbon reductions of nearly 2,000 

tons and improved pool air and water 

quality. The energy savings are realised by a 

market party who is specifically responsible 

for this as a contractor, a so-called Energy 

Service Company (ESCo). The ESCo will 

conclude an Energy Performance Contract 

(EPC) with the City of Rotterdam to that 

effect and will take care of all required 

investments. 

In addition 
•	 	In	September,	the	energy	supplier	

Eneco concluded a framework agree-

ment with the havensteder, Vestia, 

Woonbron and Woonstad housing 

associations to provide industrial 

residual heat to apartments on the 

north bank of the river Maas . 

•	 	Some	8,000	low-income	households	

were provided with energy savings 

advice during 2011 . It is expected that 

these 8,000 households will realise a 

10% reduction in CO2 emissions and 

will save about 100 euros a year as a 

result . 

•	 	Not	only	hotels,	conference	centres	and	

hospitals were provided with informa-

tion on realising energy savings: twelve 

real estate agents and real estate 

management companies were also 

encouraged to make energy savings a 

component of their business operations . 

Chemical separation technology takes up a sizeable share of the 

total energy consumption of the process industry sector . new 

insights into pervaporation and other processes are now 

becoming familiar to the Deltalinqs members . 

Schieveenstraat was rated Rotterdam’s best ‘climate street’ and ranked twelfth in 

the netherlands . 

•	 	A	concrete	business	case	on	the	central	

processing of sewage sludge was drawn 

up in cooperation with 13 parties . The 

project is expected to be implemented 

in 2012 . 

•	 	Holland	Container	Innovation	was	

awarded ISO certification for its 

patented foldable container . Because of 

the sizeable reduction in space needed 

to transport these foldable containers 

when empty, they contribute to 

improved air quality and a reduction of 

CO2 emissions . This is why the RCI 

supported their development . 

•	 	Chemical	separation	technology	takes	

up a sizeable share of the total energy 

consumption of the process industry 

sector . That is the reason why it formed 

the central theme of a 2011 Deltalinqs 

Energy Forum workshop . new insights 

into membrane technology, crystallisa-

tion (and the link between these and 

residual heat), contact drying and 

pervaporation are now becoming 

familiar to the Deltalinqs members .  

•	 	The	2011	Deltalinqs	Energy	Forum	led	

to the creation of a postgraduate 

course in energy efficiency in industry . 

This course, delivered in English, is 

provided by Ghent university in the 

form of video lectures and accurately 

reflects current industry practices . The 

course will again be held in the spring 

of 2012 . 

•	 	In	September,	the	Sustainable	Con-

struction Innovation Centre hosted the 

Dutch Green Building Week, which was 

organised by the Dutch Green Building 

Council . Its aim was to stimulate all 

relevant parties in the netherlands to 

become active in the areas of sustain-

able construction and development . 

Rotterdam is the first municipality in the 

Netherlands to have employed this particular 

form of cooperation between the public and 

private sectors. On 28 November, the 

national government by way of the Green 

Deal awarded Rotterdam a financial subsidy 

to the amount of 1 million euros to expand 

its Green Buildings retrofitting project, 

specifically targeting schools. 

Climate Street Party 
The Climate Street Party is the largest 

energy savings competition in the 

Netherlands. Rotterdam, too, participated 

in this competition in 2011. Schieveen-

straat was rated Rotterdam’s best ‘climate 

street’ and ranked twelfth in the Nether-

lands, receiving 68,802 points. On 14 May, 

the street’s residents were officially 

awarded the ‘Rotterdam’s best Climate 

Street’ street sign. Of the 155 Rotterdam 

streets that participated, 31 ranked in the 

national top 500. 
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Effects Monitor 

Objective: Annual energy efficiency improvement of 2% by the 

industrial sector.

Indicator: Annual energy efficiency of the industrial sector. 

At the start of 2012, NL Agency determined the energy efficiency 

(EE), i.e. the energy consumption per product unit, results for the 

industrial sector in Rotterdam1. Data were available for 2006, 2009 

and 2010. The overall annual improvement in EE of 0.9% that was 

achieved result by the industrial sector in Rotterdam during the 

2006-2010 period was in line with industrial sector in the Nether-

lands as a whole. Deltalinqs members obtained better results: on 

average, their EE improved by 1.6% annually. Based upon an annual 

saving of 1.6% and autonomous gains amounting to 1%, this 

means that the Deltalinqs members, which account for 84% of the 

total amount of energy consumed by the industrial sector in 

Rotterdam, reduced CO2 emissions by an additional 125 ktonnes a 

year. However, this EE improvement has not led, as of yet, to 

additional reduction in overall carbon dioxide emissions. The reason 

for this was that savings made by the Deltalinqs members were 

cancelled out by emissions produced by the other industrial 

companies in Rotterdam. 

The power generating sector realised energy savings of 2.9%, mainly 

due to the construction of higher-yield power stations (CHP). Still, 

more efforts need be made to achieve the objective of an annual EE 

improvement of 2%.

Table The energy efficiency of the industrial sector in Rotterdam, 2006-2010 

Cluster Energy use 

2006-2010

Production

2006-2010

Efficiency improvement 2010 

(in comparison to 2006)

Annual savings 

(average)

Energy +29% +45% 11% 2,9%

Industry total -1,4% +2,0% 3,4% 0,9%

MEE1 -0,8% +2,6% 3,3% 0,8%

MJA2 -7,1% -3,3% 3,9% 1,0%

DEF-members3 -3,4% +2,9% 6,1% 1,6%

1 MEE: Multi-annual Energy Efficiency agreements for companies governed by the Eu ETS

2 MJa: Multi-annual energy efficiency agreements concluded between the government and businesses .

3 DEF: Members of the Deltalinqs Energy Forum

1 Energy efficiency in the industrial sector in Rotterdam, nL 

agency, March 2012 .
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Task 3   To switch to sustainable energy and 
the use of biomass as a raw material

neste Oil started operating Europe’s biggest renewable biofuels plant in Rotterdam Maasvlakte . 
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The port of Rotterdam is Europe’s biggest in terms of the amount of biofuels supplied and processed . The RCI is 
complementing the port’s role as the ‘Bioport of Europe’, by facilitating the trade in and trans-shipment of biofuels and 
by stimulating energy companies to start using biofuels in their coal-fired and biomass power plants . In addition, the RCI 
is also encouraging the local use of biofuels and is facilitating the setting up of research and pilot projects and business 
activities concerning green chemical industry in Rotterdam . It is also looking to expand the number of wind turbines and 
is investigating opportunities to stimulate investments in solar power . 

activities and Results 

A World First: the Inaugural 
Biomass Exchange 
On 3 November, the bell of the Amsterdam 

Stock Exchange rang in Amsterdam to mark 

the opening the world’s first biomass 

exchange. This exchange was the brainchild 

of APX-Endex and the Port of Rotterdam. The 

subject of the exchange is trading in 

biomass, specifically industrial wood pellets. 

They form a green energy source through 

their use as fuels in coal-powered and 

biomass plants, providing an important 

means that will enable Rotterdam to meet 

its CO2 reduction objective. By 2025, the 

co-combustion of biomass is expected to 

lead to a reduction in carbon emissions of 

4.5 Mtonnes. It is therefore essential that 

trade in biomass as a raw material gets 

underway. The exchange offers market 

parties a transparent price, provides 

increased protection against price risks 

(fluctuations) and helps to increase trade 

volumes and to expand supply channels. The 

Port of Rotterdam ensures it has sufficient 
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storage and trans-shipment facilities 

available to handle the cargo movements 

resulting from the business transactions 

concluded at the biomass exchange. 

Green Chemical Industry 
In 2011, the Green Chemical Industry RCI 

task force surveyed the opportunities that 

exist for the green chemical industry, 

drawing up well over twenty possible 

business cases to be acted upon by the 

Rotterdam port and chemical companies. On 

1 November, the opportunities available to 

the regional, national and international 

biobased economy were discussed in 

Rotterdam during the ‘Green Chemical 

Industry’ network conference. Together with 

the business sector, scientific institutes and 

the government, the task force is currently 

drafting specific projects that will lead to new 

investments made in Rotterdam. The 

potential synergies available within the 

region form an attractive part in the designs. 

For instance, industrial waste products that 

can be used as green resources are produced 

in the region, such as the waste stream of 

rapeseed scraps produced by the animal feed 

industry. 

A Solar Panel Roof for Rotter-
dam Central Station
The roof of the new Rotterdam Central 

Station is Europe’s largest solar panel roof to 

sit atop a transport hub. The first panel was 

ceremonially exposed to the sun on 21 June, 

the Day of the Sun. Solar panels were placed 

over an area totalling 10,000 square metres 

- the size of a football pitch!  The PV cells will 

produce 350 MWh of energy each year, 

which is enough power for one hundred 

households. The sustainable energy is used 

to power the escalators, lifts and lighting. 

The placement of solar panels on Rotterdam 

Central Station is an initiative of railway 

maintenance agency ProRail and was partly 

financed by the City of Rotterdam and the 

Province of South Holland. 

Wind Energy in the Port of 
Rotterdam 
In 2009, all parties involved with the port 

and the national government concluded a 

covenant to double the wind energy capacity 

in the port area from the current 150 MW to 

300 MW by 2020. The Port of Rotterdam is 

in charge of allocating the areas where 

turbines are to be placed. Seven port area 

With its 10,000 square metres of solar panels, the roof of the new Rotterdam Central Station is Europe’s largest solar panel roof to sit atop  a transport hub . 
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Jeroen de haas, Board Chairman, Eneco: 

Eneco strives to provide sustainable energy to everyone. We therefore have 
strict sustainability requirements in place for the biomass we use to generate 
electricity. In recognition of use meeting these requirements, we have been 
awarded NTA 8080 certification.
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In addition: 
•	 	A	great	many	companies,	the	Port	of	

Rotterdam and a number of civic 

organisations in September signed the 

Biobased Economy Manifesto, a 

declaration of their intent to help steer 

and support the creation of a biobased 

economy in the netherlands with all 

their powers . The Manifesto contains a 

number of starting points for the 

transition to a biobased economy, such 

as biomass sustainability . 

•	 	The	creation	by	the	Spanish	firm	

abengoa Bioenergia of a plant in the 

Rotterdam port will ensures the 

availability of bioethanol . 

•	 	Neste	Oil	started	operating	Europe’s	

biggest renewable biofuels plant on the 

Maasvlakte in Rotterdam . Production 

at the company’s Rotterdam site will 

be gradually increased, up to a 

maximum of 800,000 tonnes a year . 

The plant produces nExBtL diesel, a 

renewable biofuel . neste’s proprietary 

technology enables it to use almost 

any plant oils or animal fats to produce 

the fuel . 

•	 	Some	80	government,	business	sector	

and nGO representatives met in 

Rotterdam aims to double wind energy capacity in its port area . 
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Rotterdam on 26 January to launch the 

nTa 8080 certification system . 

agrennewEnergy, akkerbouwbedrijf 

Van Gorsel, BioCandeo, Delta Milieu 

Biofuels, Eneco and Vagroen signed a 

declaration of intent in conclusion to 

this meeting, promising to make every 

effort to become nTa 8080 certified . In 

the case of Biomass produced, traded 

or processed for energy generation 

purposes, being awarded this certifi-

cate constitutes proof that it meets 

international sustainability criteria . 

nTa 8080 serves as a model for growth 

- companies meeting European 

requirements can progress to the level 

of being awarded a nTa 8080 certifi-

cate . The nEn nTa 8080 standard has 

been submitted to the European 

Commission for European recognition . 

•	 	On	21	February,	the	first	NTA	8080	

certificates were awarded to rapeseed 

producer van Gorsel and Vagroen, wood 

waste products processor . The energy 

supplier Eneco also starts the certifica-

tion process . 

•	 	By	request	of	Minister	Verhagen,	a	

small RCI delegation headed by Ruud 

Lubbers travelled to Brazil in May to 

investigate the opportunities of having 

Brazil supply biomass to the nether-

lands . a Memorandum of understand-

ing containing agreements to work 

towards a cooperation of that type has 

been concluded with the State of Goias . 

Sustainability criteria and certification 

are important subjects within that 

Memorandum . 

•	 	The	Deltalinqs	Energy	Forum	(DEF)	

carried out a number of projects 

concerning the use of sustainable 

energy on business parks in 2011 . One 

of the conclusions was that an 

additional wind energy capacity of 85 

MW could be achieved . at the request 

of the members themselves, DEF 

carried out sustainable lighting scans 

of offices, industrial buildings, ware-

houses and business parks belonging 

to individual Deltalinqs members . 

These scans showed that energy 

savings of 30-70% could be achieved in 

the quantity of power consumed for 

lighting purposes . These projects will 

be continued throughout 2012 . 

sites have been designated for the construc-

tion of new wind farms to complement the 

existing eight. Four of them have by now 

received an operating permit. A feasibility 

study carried out in 2011 concluded that 

installing wind turbines on the dykes of the 

Maasvlakte 2 is a realistic option. In 

November, the Port of Rotterdam and the 

national government launched an interna-

tional market consultation programme. The 

wind farm envisioned would produce some 

100 MW and would form an important step 

in doubling the wind energy capacity of the 

port area by 2020. Due to the construction 

of Maasvlakte 2, some existing wind farms 

will be dismantled, meaning the wind energy 

capacity in the port area will decrease for a 

short while before the new farms start are 

constructed.
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Effects Monitor 
Sustainable Energy Consumption 

Objective: A sustainable energy consumption figure of 20% by 

2020, in accordance with the agreements made in the Covenant of 

Mayors. 

Indicator: Sustainable energy consumption as a percentage of total 

energy consumption in Rotterdam (city and port). 

As a participant to the Covenant of Mayors, Rotterdam subscribes to 

the target to ensure that sustainable energy consumption accounts 

for 20% of total energy consumption by 2020. In 2010, that figure 

stood at 5.71% and dropped slightly to 5.69% in 2011. The main 

reason for this decrease was the reduction in wind energy production 

due to the removal of a number of wind turbines (see below), but the 

percentage is still higher than the national average (4%). 

The plans of the RCI - an increase of wind energy production and 

ensuring that coal-fired power plants also burn biomass - envision a 

significant increase in green energy production. 

Wind Energy 

Objective: By 2015, wind turbines in the port area must produce an 

additional 60 MW of sustainable energy, and an additional 150 MW 

by 2020. There is a possibility that an additional 48 MW will be 

produced outside of the port area (Rozenburg, Hoek van Holland). 

Indicator: Aggregate wattage of wind energy produced. 

Wind turbines have been removed from a number of locations due to 

the construction of Maasvlakte 2. As a result, the aggregate wattage 

produced by wind turbines has been on the decrease over the past 

few years. In 2011, the Dobbelsteen Wind Farm was removed, 

resulting in a decrease of total wattage produced in the port from 

142.1 MW in 2010 to 130.35 MW in 2011. Our objective remains an 

aggregate quantity of 300 MW produced in the port area under public 

ownership by 2020. If we consider the plans for the new wind farms 

to be constructed, our expectation is that we will meet this objective. 

In 2015, we will have probably realised a production of 210 MW. 

Wind turbines have been installed on business parks as well. In total, 

they produce 25 MW. A survey to map new wind farm locations was 

carried out in 2011. It appeared that there was room to install 

enough wind turbines to generate another 83 MW. The feasibility of 

doing so is currently being investigated in more detail. 

 

Our intent is to have enough turbines in place in the city by 2020 so 

as to generate 48 MW. We are currently creating an administrative 

support base for such a project by drafting a municipal and regional 

wind energy covenant. The size of the wind farms, and their projected 

locations, will be decided on by mid 2012. This objective, too, 

appears to be within reach. 
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Reduction of CO2 Emissions Due to Co-burning 
Biomass Fuel

Target Prognosis

Co-burning Biomass Fuel 

Objective: By co-burning biomass fuel in coal-fired power plants, a 

reduction in CO2 emissions of 4.5 Mtonnes is to be achieved by 

2025. 

Indicator: Reduction in CO2 emissions due to the co-burning of 

biomass fuel in coal-fired power plants. 

The E.ON coal-fired power plant co- burned 200,000 tonnes of 

biomass. This figure is about as high as it was in 2010. We expect to 

see a sharp increase of this amount on the short term, especially in 

view of the new E.ON and GDFSUEZ (formerly, Electrabel) plants, 

which is scheduled to commence operations in 2013. The co-burning 

of biomass in these plants will be possible from 2015 onwards. An 

annual reduction in CO2 emissions of 600 ktonnes is achievable by 

2015. The 2025 target (a reduction of 4.5 Mtonnes) will not be 

adjusted and still appears feasible. However, there are multiple 

additional factors that determine progress in terms of co-burning 

biomass fuel. For instance, the Environmental Quality of Electricity 

Production subsidy grant will be terminated and there is no alterna-

tive source of funding. The prospects for the promised sustainable 

energy supply obligation are unclear, as are the effects of the 

introduction of the coal tax included in the 2012 Spring Budget 

Agreement. Moreover, the European Emissions Trade System’s CO2 

price has reached an historic low, which hardly stimulates invest-

ment in measures to reduce CO2 emissions. The RCI is therefore 

advocating policies to stimulate the transition to sustainable energy. 
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Task 4   Promote sustainable mobility  
and transport

In august 2011, Minister Melanie Schultz van haegen opened the national Electric 

Transport Centre, the first location in the netherlands where everything to do with 

electric transport is available . 

Opening of National Electric 
Transport Centre 
In August 2011, Minister Melanie Schultz van 

Haegen of the Ministry of Infrastructure and 

the Environment opened the Rotterdam 

Eco-Driving | Electric Transport Centre, 

symbolically connecting the Centre to the 

power grid. The Electric Transport Centre in 

Rotterdam is the first location in the 

Netherlands where everything to do with 

electric transport is available, both for 

companies and for the private driver. In 

addition to providing independent informa-

tion, the Centre also allows visitors to try out 

electric vehicles so that they can experience 

eco-driving for themselves. 

First On-street Recharging 
Station 
In the summer of 2011, Rotterdam’s first 

on-street recharging stations for electric cars 

were installed in the district of Overschie. 

Electric transport is environmentally-friendly, 

produces little noise, and is economical, and 

also improves the quality of life in the city 

and its residents’ health. Rotterdam is 

setting out to encourage drivers to switch to 

electric vehicles by providing good recharging 

infrastructure. It was with this in mind that 

the municipality set up a recharging station 

subsidy scheme in 2011. Both businesses 

and ordinary residents could apply for the 

subsidy. 

Sustainable Student Trans-
port 
In August, sixty private transportation 

companies operating under the Rotterdamse 

Mobility Centre (RMC) umbrella organisation 

started operating a hundred buses running 

on natural gas in August. RMC will operate 

the transport of schoolchildren in Rotterdam. 

In its call for tenders to provide student 

transport, the municipality laid down strict 

environmental requirements, which RMC met 

by offering transport using buses running on 

natural gas. 

Lean and Green Award for 
Rotterdam 
Rotterdam was awarded the Lean and Green 

Award for its approach towards sustainable 

mobility, in particular in light of the 

reduction in CO2 emissions it achieved and 

its sustainable business operations. The Lean 

and Green Award is part of the Connekt 

Sustainable Logistics innovation programme, 

which aims to make a concrete and practical 

contribution to making the logistics chain 

more sustainable - and to realise not only 

The city of Rotterdam must be accessible - and it needs to be so in a sustainable manner . Our aim is therefore to 
provide a mobility system that is both a clean and green mobility system, for moving people as well as for moving 
goods . an example would be our investment in the construction of bicycle paths . The City of Rotterdam is also 
investing in an environmentally-friendly vehicle fleet for the city, including the introduction of electric and hybrid 
vehicles . In addition, we are promoting the use of environmentally-friendly fuels, such as biodiesel for road freight 
transport and liquefied natural gas for inland-waterway vessels . Sustainable mobility is also making a contribution of 
its own to improvements in air quality and the reduction of CO2 emissions . 

activities and Results
 

alfred Möller, Promoter of the Electric 
Transport Centre 

The Rotterdam Electric Transport 
Centre is an independent and 
publicly accessible advisory body on 
everything connected to electric 
transport. It is a project truly 
befitting to a city that has been 
designated as an area of focus 
within the national electric 
transportation programme. 
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Part of a national pilot, Green Wheels’ first 

electric shared car has taken to the road in 

Rotterdam on 25 July . 

carbon reductions, but cost savings as well. 

The programme organisers wish to create 

250 so-called ‘forerunners’ - companies and 

municipalities active in the logistics sector 

that subscribe to the target of reducing their 

CO2 emissions by 20% within five years, 

starting from 2007. 

Clean Fuels 
The Port of Rotterdam is currently testing 

Neste Oil’s NExBtL renewable biofuel as a 

means of powering its patrol boats. The tests 

are aimed to provide us insight into the 

climate and environmental aspects of 

powering patrol vessels with this fuel. In 

addition, the two-year pilot that involves 

running a few dozen lorries and waste 

collection trucks on biodiesel, got underway 

in 2009, was still ongoing last year. In Febru-

In addition 
•	 	In	2011,	it	was	decided	that	a	mini-

mum of 25% of the municipal public 

vehicle fleet is to be hybrid or electric 

by 2014 . a few dozen electric vehicles 

were already operating by the end of 

2011, the majority of scooters are 

electric and we have also introduced 

the electric service bike .  

•	 	A	declaration	of	intent	was	signed	in	

May, in accordance with which 

Rotterdam undertakes to start 

operating five electric vehicles con-

structed by the Chinese car manufac-

turer ByD in 2011 . 

•	 	In	September,	Flex	Overschie	was	

proclaimed the winner of the 2011 

edition of Sustainable Tuesday, a 

national initiative highlighting 

innovative ideas from within society on 

how to improve sustainability . 

•	 	As	part	of	a	national	pilot	of	25	electric	

shared cars deployed in the nether-

lands’ four largest cities, the first Green 

Wheels electric shared car took to the 

road in Rotterdam on 25 July . 

•	 	On	8	September,	the	city	of	Rotterdam	

and the Dutch Food Retail association 

signed a declaration of intent, under-

taking to make the supply of foodstuffs 

to supermarkets in the Rotterdam 

region more efficient and more 

sustainable . Since then, Rotterdam has 

been awarded the European Sugar 

award, with London and new york 

following the Rotterdam example . 

•	 	September	also	witnessed	the	Ecomo-

biel trade fair, which focused on 

Eco-Driving and Rotterdam Electric 

initiatives . On 27 September, it was 

announced that we are set to cooperate 

with electric bicycle manufacturer qWIC 

and that production would get under-

way at the E-scooter factory on de RDM 

Campus . Moreover, a G4S 100% 

electrically-operated security van was 

also introduced - a world first .  

•	 	In	October,	Rotterdam	and	the	national	

government concluded an electric 

transport Green Deal . The deal forms 

part of the 2011-2015 national action 

plan for electric transport, which 

designated Rotterdam as one of the 

focus areas for electric transport . a 

collaboration consisting of various 

government bodies, the business sector 

and knowledge institutions in Rotter-

dam is to implement an accelerated 

roll-out of electric vehicles in the city .  

•	 	The	Deltalinqs	Energy	Forum	launched	

a technical and economic feasibility 

study on the use of hydrogen to power 

fuel cells . Further research on the 

distribution side of the process will be 

carried out in 2012 . 

•	 	The	energy	company	BP	put	the	very	

first quick-recharge station into 

operation on 14 December . 

•	 	In	2011,	the	construction	of	bicycle	

paths alongside Dorpsweg, Goudsesin-

gel, Parkhaven and Goereesestraat got 

underway . These cycleways are to be 

linked to the main bicycle path network 

thoroughfares in the city . 

•	 	The	Inner	City	Service	distribution	

programme celebrated its first birthday 

in September . The programme allows 

goods to be stored and bundled at a 

trans-shipment centre on the outskirts 

of the city edge, from where it will then 

be transported into the city centre by 

sustainable freight trucks . approxi-

mately 10% of all retailers are taking 

part in the programme . 

ary, the municipality switched to North Sea 

Group as its supplier of a biodiesel. The 

company produces biodiesel from waste fats. 

The municipality also participates in this 

project, in the form of a few Roteb waste 

collection trucks. The results of this waste 

fats-based high-blend biodiesel pilot will 

become available in 2012. The Deltalinqs 

Energy Forum and the Netherlands Rhine 

and Inland Shipowners’ Association launched 

a ‘quick scans’ initiative in order to promote 

the development of inland-waterway vessels 

powered entirely by LNG. The Deltalinqs 

Energy Forum also gave support to the 

project to develop a 100% LNG-powered 

inland-waterway vessel and to the introduc-

tion of the next generation of exhaust gas 

cleaning systems for maritime diesel 

engines. 
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Effects Monitor 

Objective: To put in place a sustainable mobility system. 

Our sustainable mobility strategy is focused on three objectives: to 

promote the environmentally-friendly use of transport, to promote 

the use of environmentally-friendly vehicles and to promote the use 

of environmentally-friendly fuels for transport purposes. 

Promoting the environmentally-friendly use 
of transport 
Rotterdam is attempting to encourage its residents to opt for an 

environmentally-friendly mode of transport. By making bicycle use 

more attractive by creating more cycleways and installing more 

bicycle storage facilities, Rotterdam residents are more likely to opt 

to use a bicycle for journeys within the city. The number of kilome-

tres travelled by bicycle clearly supports this assertion. 

The City of Rotterdam has been actively encouraging residents to use 

their bikes for some time now. In 2011, the number of kilometres 

travelled by bike increased from 292 to 299 million. During the 

2007-2010 period as part of the Rotterdam Cycles Action Plan, the 

municipality invested in the construction of new bicycle paths, the 

installation of bicycle storage facilities and encourage residents to 

travel by bicycle. 

Within the framework of the Sustainability 2010-2014 Programme, 

this policy has been continued, as the municipality co-financed new 

bicycle paths and storage facilities. Currently, construction work is 

underway to rectify a total of nine ‘missing links’ in the network of 

cycleways, and to provide a further 1,000 storage spaces for bicycles. 

Our expectation is that the number of kilometres travelled by bicycle 

will continue to increase as a result of these improvements. 

Promoting environmentally-friendly Vehicles 
In addition to promoting the environmentally-friendly use of 

transport, Rotterdam is also taking steps to encourage the use of 

environmentally-friendly vehicles. As far as inner-city traffic is 

concerned, the primary mode of environmentally-friendly transporta-

tion is the electric car. The objective is to have 1,000 electric cars in 

Rotterdam by 2014. 

In 2011, the first mass-produced electric cars came onto the market. 

Until 2011, electric cars were a rarity in Rotterdam. By the end of 

2011, 61 electric cars were on the road. The increasing number of 

on-street recharging stations closely corresponds to the increase in 

the number of electric cars. 

 

Our expectation is that over the next few years, the number of 

electric cars, and of charging stations, will annually increase by at 

least a few hundred each . 

Promoting Clean Fuels 
The third objective of Rotterdam’s environmentally-friendly mobility 

approach relates to environmentally-friendly fuels. In the Nether-

lands, there is an obligation to admix biofuels. 

Between 2010 and 2020, the biofuel percentage of total volume of 

fuels on the market must increase from 4% to 10%. A motion to 

advance this deadline to 2016 is currently being discussed by the 

Dutch House of Representatives. The mandatory biofuel admixture 

currently forms the primary fuel-related measure to reduce CO2 

emissions. The pilot project into the use of B30 (2010) and B20 

(2011) biodiesel in freight traffic is giving rise to a 0.3% increase in 

the use of biofuels in Rotterdam. In order to realise further reduc-

tions, the more widespread use of fuels with a high biofuel percent-

age (>20%) appears to form one of the promising options. Active RCI 

support from the RCI for the use of these fuels will cease with effect 

from the second quarter of 2012. At that time, it will be up to the 

market to decide whether to continue making the transition. 
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Task 5   To reduce noise pollution  
and improve air quality

Cleaner shipping improves air quality . The Port of Rotterdam is currently testing powering its patrol vessels with a renewable biofuel . 

Low-noise road surfaces 
Laying down low-noise road surfaces is one 

of the principal methods to decrease road 

traffic noise in Rotterdam. Where the 

condition of road surfaces in the city require 

them to be replaced, we make use of 

low-noise asphalt wherever possible. In 

2011, the Brede Hilledijk, Laan van Avant 

Garde, Burgemeester Baumannlaan and 

Groene Kruisweg roadways have all been 

fitted with a low-noise asphalt surface layer. 

The low-noise surface layer on the Groene 

Kruisweg roadway forms a 14,000 square 

metre test site. For the next seven years, 

the quality of the road surface of this 

well-used road will be intensively moni-

tored. In addition to laying low-noise road 

surfaces, Rotterdam is also taking specific 

Our efforts to reduce noise pollution and to continually improve air quality, for the benefit of our citizens’ health, form 
a spearhead of our programme . Road traffic forms a major source of noise and air pollution . It is for that reason that 
Rotterdam is seeking to promote clean mobility: encouraging the environmentally-friendly use of the mobility system, 
environmentally-friendly vehicles that produce little noise, and use of clean fuels . all our green mobility measures and 
projects are listed under Task 4: To promote sustainable mobility and transport . In the text below, we list all of the 
other measures we took in order to improve air quality and reduce noise pollution, such as laying low-noise road 
surfaces, erecting acoustic barriers, implementing dynamic traffic management and cold ironing . 

activities and Results 
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The low-noise surface layer on the Groene 

Kruisweg roadway forms a 14,000 square metre 

test site . 

measures, such as insulating building 

façades in high-noise areas. 

A20 Motorway Acoustic 
Barrier 
Low-noise asphalt was laid on the Gordelweg 

roadway in 2010, resulting in a significant 

reduction in noise pollution for the residents 

in Oude Noorden district in the northern 

inner city, especially for those living on 

Gordelweg. The reduction of the noise 

pollution on Gordelweg itself has also served 

to highlight the contribution of noise 

produced by traffic on the A20 Motorway to 

the noise pollution in the northern inner city. 

Rotterdam therefore urged the national 

government to install an acoustic barrier 

alongside the A20 as a matter of urgency. In 

November 2011, the Directorate-General for 

Public Works and Water Management 

resolved to put this barrier in place and 

started initial construction work.  The barrier 

is expected to be completed in 2014. 

Dynamic Traffic Manage-
ment 
Rotterdam is a partner in the Randstad 

South Wing Dynamic Traffic Management 

collaborative project. Dynamic Traffic 

Management (DTM) keeps traffic on the main 

motorways in the southern wing of the 

Randstad conurbation moving for as long 

and as evenly as possible. Improved traffic 

flow leads to fewer cars needing to accelerate 

or decelerate and reduces the amount of 

slow-moving traffic. In turn, this will lead to 

fewer traffic jams on the main roads and 

improved air quality in the region. In 

January, the Regional Traffic Engineering 

Team, responsible for implementation of the 

project, was created and a large number of 

DTM instruments (route information panels, 

ramp meters and cameras) were placed 

alongside the southern Randstad motor-

ways. In September, the regional traffic 

control centre, Regiodesk, commenced 

operations. 

Reduced Environmental 
Impact of Construction Traffic  
Rotterdam investigated the environmental 

impact of construction work by calculating 

the number of kilometres driven by 

construction traffic, in addition to the 

associated CO2, NOx and PM10 emissions. 

‘Construction traffic’ here means transport-

ing people and materials to and from 

construction sites. This investigation 

concluded that construction traffic is 

responsible for a major share of overall 

environmental pollution caused by freight 

traffic. An emissions prediction model was 

developed on the basis of the  results of the 

investigation. The model makes assessing 

the reduction in CO2 emissions at future 

construction projects attainable by taking 

certain measures, both in Rotterdam and 

elsewhere. These measures may lead to a 

reduction of no less than 30%. However, 

agreements do need to be made between 

municipal organisations and the parties 

involved in order to achieve this. In tandem 

with this project, we developed an outlook on 

sustainable construction logistics which 

includes a sustainable supply of soils. In 

2012, Rotterdam will develop this working 

method in collaboration with other cities and 

governments. By making it a requirement in 

the conditions for tender, companies will be 

encouraged to reduce the amount of 

kilometres driven. Tactics involved include 

bundling materials to be transported, buying 

locally and using transfer facilities for 

construction materials (comparable to the 

transfer sites envisaged in the inner city 

distribution strategy). 

Cleaner Shipping 
Measures involving shipping also contribute 

significantly towards improving air quality. 

The Port of Rotterdam has become one large 

testing site for innovative projects. The RCI 

lending its support to developments aimed 

at making shipping more environmentally-

friendly. The Port of Rotterdam introduced 

an Environmental Ship Index, which grants 

cleaner vessels reductions in their port 

charges. In 2011, the 25 ‘cleanest’ ships 

were awarded such reductions. 

A large-scale inland shipping cold ironing 

programme was initialised. The number of 

connections increased from 168 by the end 

of 2009 to 404 by late 2011. In addition, 

the Green Award certificate for inland vessels 

was recently introduced. Starting 2012, 

inland vessels holding this certificate will 

have their inland port charges reduced by 

15%. Ships fitted an exhaust after-treat-

ment device (soot filter, catalytic converter) 

installed or powered by LNG are even eligible 

for a 30% reduction. And in November, 

tugboat operator Kotug retrofitted the 

tugboat Adriaan, enabling it to become 

Europe’s first fully certified environmentally-

friendly tugboat.  

Port Man of the Year 
Gerard Deen, of Zwijndrecht-based inland 

shipping company Deen Shipping, was 

elected 2011 Rotterdam Port Man of the 

Year. Mr Deen has been awarded this title for 

his extraordinary efforts to develop and 

construct the Argonon, Europe’s first inland 

shipping vessel powered by LNG. The ship 

was launched and entered service in late 

ard-Jan Kooren, CEO Kotug Group 

Our hybrid tugboat E-KOTUG exemplifies how 
sustainability and economic growth go hand in hand in 
Rotterdam.’ Cleaner shipping leads to energy savings and 
reduces CO2 emissions in the area. This, in turn, improves the 
residents’ home environment. Kotug’s focus on innovation is 
a good fit for Rotterdam’s progressive sustainability 
approach.
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November. Deen is the 31st person to be 

awarded this honour, taking over the crown 

from Ronald Paul, the Project Director of the 

Maasvlakte 2, who was awarded the title last 

year. 

Air Quality Monitoring Report 
The National Air Quality Cooperation 

Programme NSL released its yearly monitor-

ing report in 2011. The 2011 NSL Rotterdam 

Rijnmond Region Monitoring Report 

contained the following conclusions. 

Particulate matter (PM10) limits were not 

exceeded at any point in the entire urban 

region in 2011. According to the calcula-

tions, the 2015 nitrogen dioxide (NO2) limits 

are projected to be exceeded in Rotterdam 

only at the Weena, the Schieweg roadway 

and at the southern exit of the Maastunnel. 

The NO2 concentration near seven major 

Rotterdam thoroughfares fell just shy of the 

limit. 

In addition 
•	 	Preparations	were	made	in	2011	for	a	

pilot to provide Stena Line ships in 

hoek van holland harbour with 

electricity through cold ironing . This 

means that the ships’ diesel engines 

can be shut down when the ships are in 

port, improving air quality . 

•	 	Extensive	investigations	were	carried	

out in 2011 into a buzzing noise some 

nesselande district residents experi-

enced as being particularly irritating . 

The assumption is that this nuisance is 

caused by traffic on the a20 Motorway . 

at the insistence of the City of Rotter-

dam, the national government has 

started up its own follow-up investiga-

tion . 

•	 	The	‘environmental	zone’	in	Rotterdam,	

which enables nOx and PM10 

emissions caused by freight traffic to 

be kept down in the city centre, 

remained in place in 2011 . The 

reduction of locally emitted nOx and 

PM10 will bring down their 

concentration at street level . an 

investigation got underway in 2011 

into the effects of introducing an 

‘environmental zone’ for light company 

cars . The results of that investigation 

will be presented in 2012 . 

The RT adriaan ‘E-KOTuG’ is Europe’s first fully-certified green tugboat . 
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Reduced Noise 
Pollution through Measures Against Traffic Noise 
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Effects Monitor 
Noise 

Objective: By late 2013, 15,000 residents of Rotterdam will see 

noise pollution in their homes reduced by 3 dB, compared to levels in 

2010 (Municipal Executive target). 

 

In 2011, noise pollution has gone down by 3 dB for 1,843 residents, 

mainly as a result of laying low-noise asphalt road surfaces and 

insulating the façades of houses near the Calandbrug bridge.

In total, 2,803 residents have seen traffic noise pollution levels in 

their homes reduce by 3 dB since 2010. We did not meet our 2011 

target to reduce noise pollution by 3 dB compared to 2010 for 4,000 

citizens. The laying of low-noise road surfaces in particular was not 

implemented as vigorously as was expected, due to cutbacks in the 

road maintenance budget. We expect this budget deficit to remain a 

factor for some years. Our expectation is that we will have come 

about one third of the way towards meeting this objective by the 

time that the next municipal elections take place. Currently, we are 

looking into alternatives that will still enable us to meet our original 

objective to reduce noise pollution levels by 3 dB for 15,000 

Rotterdam residents.

Air Quality

Objective: To meet the statutory (PM10) annual average concentra-

tion standards of 40 microgrammes per cubic metre of nitrogen diox-

ide (NO2) and particulate matter by 2015 and 2011, respectively.

Indicator: The average yearly concentrations of NO2 and PM10.

The graph shows a trend of decreasing concentrations.

This trend is mainly the result of lower particulate matter emissions 

by traffic, in part because of the more widespread use of catalytic 

converters and particulate filters. Particulate matter is made up of 

small suspended particles, which form a health hazard. A decrease is 

noticeable of both coarse and fine (diameter of less than 2.5 

micrometre) particulate. The latter is particularly dangerous to public 

health.

Rotterdam aims to meet the European NO2 standard of an average 

yearly concentration of 40 microgrammes per cubic metre by 2015. 

Motorised traffic forms the main NO2 source in residential areas. As 

a result of having taken targeted measures, air quality has gone up in 

the Rotterdam area during the past thirty years. Though the 2015 

targets have not yet been met in areas close to roads seeing a lot of 

traffic, the rest of the city has already achieved the targets. We are 

currently seeking to identify measures to ensure that no location in 

the entire area exceeds the 2015 limit.

We were successful in achieving the PM10 standard of an average 

yearly concentration of 40 microgrammes per cubic metre through-

out the entire area in 2011. This was borne out by the data obtained 

by the National Institute of Public Health and Environmental 

Protection’s monitoring station in Rotterdam-Noord, which is part of 

the national air quality monitoring network, and the DCMR Environ-

mental Protection Agency Rijnmond’s monitoring station in 

Overschie. Both stations are located next to roads carrying a lot of 

traffic. Despite this overall trend of decreasing particulates, the PM10 

concentration rose slightly in 2011 as compared to 2010. This was 

due to the dry spring months. Rain is responsible for removing a lot 

of particulates from the air. As the spring of 2011 saw little rain, 

PM10 concentrations were relatively high. In addition, Rotterdam 

aims to systematically improve air quality, in order to also further 

improve its residents’ health. Recent studies have argued that 

elementary carbon (EC) is a better health effects indicator than PM10 

and NO2 are. Rotterdam is currently investigating adding EC as an 

indicator in its long-term air quality policy.
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Task 6   To make the city greener 

The total area of green roofing for which a subsidy was applied for came to 56,000 square metres in 2011, more than double the figure for 2010 . 

Green Roofing 
Green roofing forms a rain drainage buffer, 

makes the city look greener, filters the air 

and improves a roof’s longevity. The total 

surface area of green roofing for which a 

subsidy was applied came to 56,000 square 

metres in 2011. This meant that the grand 

total stood at 90,000 square metres by the 

end of 2011. More information on green 

roofing achievements can be found under 

Task 9. 

Greener schoolyards, differ-
ent play  
Children now have less and less contact with 

nature. Natural playgrounds are a rarity in 

Rotterdam. That is why the municipality is 

stimulating the creation of green school-

yards. In autumn 2011, the construction of 

the Prinses Margriet school’s ‘green’ 

schoolyard was complete, bringing the 

number of green schoolyards to ten. The 

presence of vegetation influences play and 

the interaction between children. In addition, 

a green schoolyard encourages learning in a 

way a school generally cannot provide. Some 

schoolyards even feature a vegetable garden. 

All this enriches play, and makes it more 

educational than what could be offered on a 

schoolyard made of concrete. When a 

decision is made on constructing a green 

schoolyard, the school management, the 

teaching staff, parents and neighbourhood 

residents are encouraged to participate. They 

an abundance of vegetation in the city contributes to meeting quite a few of the City of Rotterdam’s objectives . 
Vegetation catches rainwater and therefore helps reduce flooding during heavy rainfall . Lots of greenery makes the city 
a more attractive place and improves the city’s climate of living . In addition, vegetation muffles noise and contributes 
positively to air quality and air CO2 levels . Our objective is to not only make the city greener, but specifically to plant 
more vegetation in the right places . 

activities and Results 
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In addition 
•	 	A	total	of	296	trees	were	planted	in	

2011 . almost 70 trees were planted in 

Rotterdam’s most concrete districts, 

the number of trees alongside the 

Kruiskade doubled and 108 trees were 

planted in Prinsenpark . In addition, five 

private green roofs have been built . 

Jan Willem van der Schans, Chair of the urban agriculture association Edible Rotterdam and a 
researcher at Wageningen university 

Urban agriculture in Rotterdam improves the connection with farmers active near 
the city and involves getting your own hands in the dirt to produce food. It means 
ethnic vegetables, perishable fruits produced locally and, soon, fresh fish from a 
converted storehouse at Marconistrip. Health, sustainability and quality of living in 
the city: all receive a boost through urban agriculture.

Residents, too, are working towards a greener city, such as here in the garden by the river Maas . 

are involved in the process as much as 

possible, from the initial design, through the 

actual construction of the schoolyard and its 

maintenance. 

Urban Agricultural Space 
Ever more residents are making their own 

contribution towards making the city 

greener. It is particularly in the area of urban 

agriculture that the number of initiatives is 

on the increase. Examples of these include 

rooftop and enclosed gardens, and vegetable 

plots on undeveloped terrain. This bodes well 

for the ongoing improvement of the quality 

of living for Rotterdam residents. The City of 

Rotterdam encourages urban agriculture. 

Thus, in cooperation with interested parties, 

it drew up the ‘Food in the City’ urban 

agriculture policy memorandum. Moreover, 

the municipality set up information sessions 

and facilitated the realisation of a number of 

projects, like the Marconistrip city farm, the 

Schieblock city garden and the Wollefoppen 

Park. The garden on the banks of the river 

•	 	The	Urban	Agricultural	Space	sympo-

sium saw 85 visitors . 

•	 	The	first	‘010	Green	Carpet’	festival	

exploring the city’s green soul was held 

for the first time in 2011 . The festival 

attracted some 1,500 visitors and 

received a lot of attention from the media .

Maas, situated on previously undeveloped 

terrain in the Lloyd district, is an attractive 

example of urban agriculture. The vegetable 

and herbal rooftop garden on the Schieblock, 

near Hofplein, will be completed in 2012. 
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Effects Monitor 

Objective: The amount of green areas and open bodies of water in 

the ten least green neighbourhoods in 2010 will have increased by 

2014 (Municipal Executive target). 

Indicator: The number of neighbourhoods of the ten least green 

neighbourhoods in 2010 that saw an increase in the amount of green 

areas and open bodies of water. 

 

A baseline measurement was taken in late 2010 (reference date 

31-12-2010). 

The below table provides an overview of the development of the green 

areas and areas of open water in the ten least green neighbourhoods. 

 

Section 2010 2011 Difference

Total m2 of greenery and open 

water in the public areas 

managed and maintained by 

the municipality 

555,017 531,934 - 23,083*

Total m2 of greenery in the 

public area managed and 

maintained by the 

municipality 

458,269 457,025 - 1,244

* Administrative changes not reflected in actual area size. 

The total area of greenery in the ten neighbourhoods when compared 

to 2010 has gone down slightly, by 1,244 square metres, of a total 

area covered of 458,269 square metres (-0.27%). The Stadsdriehoek, 

Oude Westen, Nieuwe Westen, Carnisse and Bloemhof neighbour-

hoods saw their total green area increase; the surface area covered 

by greenery decreased, however, in the Agniesebuurt, Tussendijken, 

Oude Noorden, Oud Crooswijk and Afrikaanderwijk neighbourhoods. 

The decrease in the Agniesebuurt area was due to redevelopment in 

2011. In the meantime, the neighbourhood has been reorganised and 

has regained its green space. 

 

These changes do not yet reflect any investments made in this 

‘greening’ task, but are the result of existing area development 

schemes and maintenance. No budget was available in 2011 to start 

up projects to work on the ‘greening’ task. 

The effects of the investments made to make the ten least green 

neighbourhoods greener will only become visible from 2012 onwards. 

In 2011, in cooperation with the sub-municipalities, we selected the 

specific investment locations and carried out the preparatory work for 

the actual implementation. 

The 2012 prognosis (investments amounting to €2 million) is for 

181 trees and 10,000 square metres of other vegetation to be 

planted in the ten least green neighbourhoods. 

Another 570 trees will be placed outside of these neighbourhoods. We 

expect additional planting equivalent to half the numbers for 2012 to 

take place in 2013 (investments amounting to €1 million). No 

specific projects have been developed for this ‘greening’ task. 

 

Our basic principle is that projects proposed by the sub-municipali-

ties will also be implemented by them, which will mean that our 

‘greening’ objectives for those ten neighbourhoods will most likely be 

met. 
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Task 7   To increase investments in 
sustainability and promote 
sustainable products

Investment Decisions 
On 31 December 2011, investments into 

sustainability totalled well over 235 million 

euros. All of these took the form of invest-

ments into measures that will contribute 

towards the achievement of CO2 reduction 

and climate-proofing objectives. The 

following investment decisions were included 

in this total: 

•	 	Heat supply company - Investment 

decision worth 145.5 million euros 

•	 	Capturing the CO2 generated by bioetha-

nol producer Abengoa’s CO2 and supply-

ing it to greenhouses via the OCAP 

network - Total investments worth 35 

million euros 

•	 	Raedthuys Groep - Investment decision 

worth 14 million euros in the Suurhoff-

brug Wind Farm (Rotterdam port area, 12 

MW) 

•	 	Hoek van Holland housing association 

- Investment decision worth 10.9 million 

euros for the improvement of the energy 

performance of homes 

•	 	Establishment of the SITA plastics sorting 

plant in Rotterdam - Investments 

totalling some 10 million euros 

•	 	Hybrid and electric car testing site 

- Investment decision worth 5.7 million 

euros 

•	 	Equipping Stena Line Terminal with cold 

ironing facilities - Investment decision 

worth 2.8 million euros 

•	 	Green roofing - Investment decision worth 

2.7 million euros. 

•	 	Sustainability solutions for municipal 

swimming pools - Investment decision 

worth 2.6 million euros 

•	 	Heijplaat Intelligent Energy Network 

Testing Site - Investment decision worth 

1.52 million euros (including a subsidy of 

660,000 euros awarded by the Ministry 

of Economic Affairs, Agriculture and 

Innovation) 

•	 	Solar Panel Roof at Rotterdam Central 

Station - Investment decision worth 1.5 

million euros 

•	 	Electric Transport Centre - Investment 

decision worth 1.5 million euros. 

•	 	Kleinpolderplein water collection installa-

tion - Investment decision worth 1.5 

million euros 

•	 	New centre of expertise in climate control, 

refrigeration and installation technology, 

a project by Zadkine College, the City of 

Rotterdam and the national government 

(subsidy for promoting entrepreneurship) 

- Investment decision worth 900,000 

euros 

Subsidies 
The national government and the European 

Union have awarded subsidy grants to the 

City of Rotterdam and the RCI partners for 

a number of projects. At this stage, we 

cannot determine exactly how much of an 

influence this will have on arriving at 

specific investment decisions. In many 

cases, it will only take the form of a 

contribution to the start-up costs. Some 

examples: 

•	 	The national government awarded a total 

of 2.41 million euros for a number of 

Green Deals (e.g., Sustainable Action, 

Green Buildings) 

•	 	Energy Neutral Heijplaat. A contribution 

of 850,000 euros by the Climate Neutral 

Cities national innovation programme 

•	 	The four largest Dutch cities in coopera-

tion with Green Wheels started up a 

project within the ‘Hybrid and electric car 

testing site’ framework, which is 

sponsored by the national government to 

the amount of 800,000 euros. 200,000 

euros of this total accrues to Rotterdam 

•	 	The Global CCS Institute awarded a 

subsidy to the amount of 1.7 million 

euros for the funding of CCS projects in 

Rotterdam 

all around the world, companies that have gone sustainable are achieving marked economic growth . Our objective is 
for the city of Rotterdam to play host to a sizeable portion of that growth . Sectors presenting significant investment 
opportunities include green chemistry and energy, CCS, and water and delta technology . The design, installation, 
construction and green mobility sectors also demonstrate attractive potential for growth . By way of this Sustainable 
2010-2014 Programme, the Regional and urban Economy Programme and the Clean Tech Delta project, investments 
are being made in these sectors in order to further strengthen Rotterdam’s economy through sustainable 
developments . The Municipal Executive’s target is for a minimum of 350 million euros to have been invested in 
sustainable solutions in the city and port of Rotterdam by 2014 . 

activities and Results 
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Minister Verhagen of Economic affairs, agriculture and Innovation: 

Rotterdam is of crucial importance to the entire Dutch economy. I’m looking forward to 
cooperating with researchers, regional and local administrators and the education sector in 
working towards a stronger regional and national economy. An economy based upon 
sustainable growth. (From a speech during the Deltalinqs yearly banquet, 16 January 2012)

CO2 is captured from bioethanol producer abengoa and subsequently supplied to greenhouses . This involves a total investment amounting to 35 million 

euros . 
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•	 	The national government contributed 

almost a million euros to the water 

management cooperation programme 

concluded with Ho Chi Minh City 

•	 	The first phase of Jakarta’s Coastal 

Defence Project was completed with 

Rotterdam advice. This lead to the 

national government releasing 4 million 

euros to help fund follow-up projects in 

which Dutch companies take part 

•	 	A total of 850,000 euros was awarded in 

subsidy to help construct the Benthemp-

lein water plaza, by the Mooi Nederland 

Foundation and others 

•	 	The Knowledge for Climate Research 

Programme awarded Rotterdam in 2011 

with some 1.3 million euros. Other 

partners (research institutes, water 

boards and companies) awarded an 

additional 2.6 million euros to help fund 

research carried out in the Rotterdam 

region 

•	 	A subsidy to the amount of 950,000 

euros was granted by the European 

Transitioning Towards Urban Resilience 

and Sustainability research programme. 

•	 	The national government awarded a 5 

million euros contribution to an area-

based groundwater management pilot in 

the port area 

•	 	Rotterdam University offered the 

Netherlands’ first Water Management 

higher vocational study programme. The 

number of students following this 

programme swelled to a hundred in 2011. 

The Netherlands Organization for Applied 

Scientific Research calculated that each 

student completing the programme 

contributes some 25,000 euros to the 

city 

•	 	In 2011, the national government 

accepted the Heijplaat Intelligent Energy 

Networks Testing Site application. This 

application was submitted in cooperation 

with Stedin, Eneco, Woonbron and the 

WWF. This project aims to obtain a view 

of the possibilities of using feedback 

systems, price incentives and active 

guidance to influence consumer behaviour 

to the extent that energy consumption 

decreases and consumers opt to use 

sustainable energy resources available in 

their homes and neighbourhoods 

Top Sectors 
The national government designated each 

sectors as ‘top sectors’ in 2011. So-called 

‘innovation contracts’ have been drawn up 

for these top sectors. The goal is to combine 

the strengths and resources of the govern-

ment, the business sector and research 

institutes in order to stimulate innovative 

research and development. Rotterdam is 

striving to develop a strong position in the 

energy and water sectors in particular. In 

connection with this, governments in the 

southern Randstad conurbation have 

designated the Rotterdam area a delta 

technology nucleus.  This means that the 

Delft-Rotterdam-Dordrecht region is involved 

in all business cases. By 2012, it ought to be 

clear whether this has actually lead to 

innovation, for instance in the field of 

climate- proofing. Said business cases have 

by now also been added to the Randstad 

South Wing economic agenda’s projects list. 

As such, they may be awarded provincial 

subsidy grants. 

Economic gains through 
international visibility 
Rotterdam is known the world over as a 

forerunner in climate- proofing. Both its 

technological innovations (water plazas, 

climate proof construction) and its integrat-

ed approach are rated highly on an interna-

tional level. Thanks to this image of 

Rotterdam, its international focus and close 

cooperation with the Foreign and Legal 

Affairs Department, the Clean Tech Delta 

programme, the Rotterdam Investment 

Agency and the Ministry of Infrastructure 

and the Environment, regional companies 

are playing an active part in Dutch consortia 

doing business in Ho Chi Minh City and 

Jakarta. The Connecting Delta Cities network 

initiated by Rotterdam, and the Rotterdam 

Climate Proof programme have become 

internationally recognised names. In part 

because of this, the Ministry of Economic 

Affairs, Agriculture and Innovation commis-

sioned a Rotterdam consortium to assist the 

metropolis of Sao Paulo in setting up an 

urban water management system. 
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Effects Monitor 

Objective: The municipality and external parties are to have invested 

350 million euros in sustainability solutions (Municipal Executive 

target). 

Indicator: Size of investments made in sustainable solutions. 

In 2011, a total of 87 million euros were invested in sustainability. 

On 31 December 2011, over 235 million euros had been invested 

since the start of 2010 - in other words, 60 million euros more than 

the target for that period. That means that we are clearly well on our 

way to reaching our final objective to invest at least 350 million 

euros in sustainability by the end of 2013. In defining this objective, 

success is measured by the amounts decided on in the Final 

Investment Decisions (FID) of the companies making the invest-

ments. Only investments into measures that contribute towards the 

realisation of our CO2 reduction and climate proof objectives have 

been included. 

The total amount of all investments into sustainability in Rotterdam 

is highly likely to come to an even larger sum. For reasons of 

maintaining competitive advantage, companies are not always 

willing or able to disclose the size of their investments.
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Task 8   To increase public support for 
 sustainability through education 
and research

zadkine College’s temperature control centre will be expanded and will 

become a fully-fledged knowledge and expertise centre for the business world . 

Gerard van Drielen, Rotterdam university Board 
member 

Sustainability is an attitude. It is literally 
encoded in the DNA of people and 
organisations. Rotterdam University is 
setting out to educate professionals who will 
have the need for sustainability and the 
opportunities for sustainability instilled into 
them. In keeping with the mentality of 
people from Rotterdam, they will also be 
taught that that sustainability can also be 
profitable as well!

Zadkine College’s Tempera-
ture Control Centre 
The installation sector committed itself to 

ensure that all newly constructed houses are 

energy neutral by 2020 and to enable energy 

consumption in existing buildings be reduced 

by 30%. Rotterdam’s education sector is 

now responding to that pledge. Agreements 

were made with Zadkine College in 2011 to 

expand its temperature control centre and to 

enable it become a fully-fledged knowledge 

and expertise centre (KEC) for the business 

sector. In this way, Zadkine College and the 

installation sector are responding to the 

latest developments and new types of 

contracts within the installation sector and 

the changes made to the relevant legislation. 

This involves a total investment of 900,000 

euros.  

Rotterdam University 
2011 was the penultimate year of the 

four-year cooperation between the RCI and 

Rotterdam University. What follows here are 

just a few of the outcomes achieved in 2011 

with regard to making business operations at 

Rotterdam University more sustainable. An 

energy awareness system compliant with the 

NEN-EN 16001 standard was developed and 

sustainability guidelines were included as a 

condition in a number of different calls for 

tender, such as those involving energy (green 

gas and green power), removal services, 

reprographics services, IT (monitors, 

computers, printers), result-oriented 

installation maintenance and the renovation 

of the Museumpark site. A covenant was 

concluded between Rotterdam University and 

the traffic management organisation De 

Verkeersonderneming in order to reduce the 

volume of peak traffic. Rotterdam University 

is also riding the wave of success achieved by 

the Rotterdam climate proof programme, 

launching a new cohort on its water 

management study programme in 2011. 

Rotterdam’s water and climate challenges 

have been included in education modules. 

Starting in 2011, students first worked on 

international challenges, as part of the 

Connecting Delta Cities knowledge network 

(see also Task 9). 

Sustainability Awards 
A large number of activities on the topic of 

sustainability were organised for students. In 

2011, two of the ten nominees for the 

annual GasTerra Transition Award came from 

Rotterdam University. Its Mechanical 

Sustainability must come to form an integral part of the education we provide to students, so as to increase their 
awareness and knowledge . This is important for students of all ages, from primary school children to university 
students . In cooperation with universities, we are looking into combining research programmes, creating internship 
posts and providing students with specific sustainability challenges for them to tackle . We are also working on 
updating the curricula on nature and the environment in primary schools 

activities and Results 
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Engineering team received the audience 

award. A group of business economics 

students won the RCI/Rotterdam University 

Sustainability Award at the 2011 opening of 

the academic year ceremony for their electric 

transport cost model. The highlight of the 

year was the ‘Spot on Sustainability’ event 

during the 11 November ‘Sustainability Day’ 

festivities. Students, their teachers and their 

business sector clients showcased a great 

many projects on sustainability, from 

projects relating to shipping, e-mobility and 

apps to corporate social responsibility and 

social marketing. The diversity of the range 

of projects clearly showed that sustainability 

is a topic that has been effectively embedded 

at Rotterdam University. 

Knowledge, Research and 
Innovation 
In 2011, Rotterdam University in 2011 

brought together all of its research activities 

within its new Research and Innovation 

Institute. The Institute’s Sustainable 

Solutions Knowledge Centre, located on the 

RDM Campus, is engaged in the search for 

comprehensive, sustainable solutions in 

construction, mobility and accessibility, as 

well as being involved in providing sustain-

able energy concepts and sustainable 

product development. The knowledge centre 

and its lectureships are therefore in line with 

the sustainability tasks that form part of 

Sustainability and Climate Change 2010-

2014 Programme. The Ideal Port Knowledge 

Centre specifically aims to develop sustain-

able solutions via its lectureships in green 

chemical industry, process innovation, 

maintenance and logistics. The tasks of the 

Rotterdam region in terms of water safety, 

city climate, accessibility and urban water 

management challenges are all of impor-

tance to the national Knowledge for Climate 

programme. In 2011, these resulted in some 

3.9 million euros worth of additional 

investment into research projects in the 

region. The results of those projects form an 

essential component of the Rotterdam 

climate proof strategy. The region’s 

well-known knowledge institutions, such as 

the Netherlands Organization for Applied 

Scientific Research, Delft University of 

Technology, Erasmus University Rotterdam 

and Rotterdam University, are all participat-

ing in these research programmes. 

Nature and Environmental 
Education Policy 
Due to the developments in nature and 

environmental education and the budget cut-

backs, consultations with the sub-municipal-

ities got underway in 2011 to adapt the 

municipality’s nature and environmental 

education policy. 

a group of business economics students won the RCI/Rotterdam university 

Sustainability award for their electric transport cost model .

City farms in Rotterdam in 2011 attracted well over 

1 million visitors .
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In addition 
•	 	Erasmus	University	Rotterdam	(EUR)	

has committed itself to the RCI’s 

objective to reduce CO2 emissions by 

2025 to half of the 1990 levels (see 

Task 1) . EuR’s long-term ambition even 

involves its entire Woudestein campus 

becoming energy-neutral . In their 

December 2010 cooperation agree-

ment, EuR and the City of Rotterdam 

expressed their desire to link academic 

education and research even more 

strongly to local society . Establishing a 

Sustainability Knowledge Workshop 

forms part of the agreement . In 2011, 

EuR first offered its Climate minor for 

the very first time . This is an interdisci-

plinary study programme . In addition, 

the research report entitled ‘Verdienen 

aan klimaatverandering: het belang 

van klimaatadaptatie voor de regionale 

economie van Rotterdam’was pub-

lished . The report, drawn up with the 

cooperation of the EuR’s Faculty of 

Economics, describes the importance of 

climate proof to the Rotterdam 

economy and formed one of the 

sources on which this Sustainable 

2010-2014 Programme is based . 

•	 	In	cooperation	with	Rotterdam	

university’s Institute for Teacher-Train-

ing Study Programmes we are developing 

a teaching programme on Sustainability 

for primary education . The municipality 

is involved both in terms of the content, 

as well as the financial side of the 

programme . 

•	 	Rotterdam	residents	are	also	being	

educated with regard to nature and the 

environment outside of the school setting 

as well . City farms, for instance, attracted 

well over 1 million visitors, while 63,756 

residents visited the two special gardens 

in Rotterdam, the botanic garden in 

Kralingen Crooswijk and the cultural-

historical botanic garden in Charlois .
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Effects Monitor 

Objective: By 2025, sustainability will form an integral part of study 

programmes and a will form a key focus within education and 

research.  

The following will serve as indicators: 

•	 	The	number	of	education	and	knowledge	institutes	with	which	

agreements have been made on integrating the topic of sustain-

ability in education and research. 

•	 	The	number	of	primary	schools	actively	involved	in	education	

about nature and the environment. 

Agreements on Sustainability 
in Education
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In the meantime, Rotterdam has entered into agreements with four 

education and research institutions with regard to the integration of 

the topic of sustainability in education and research: Rotterdam 

University and Delft University of Technology in 2008, Erasmus 

University Rotterdam in 2010 and Zadkine College with regard to its 

climate control centre in 2011. 

 

In order to enable sustainability to become an integral topic in 

education, attention to the subject needs to be provided from the 

primary education level upwards. Arranging visits to centres for 

nature and environmental education and to educational gardens 

(school gardens) forms a first, important step. 

 

In 2011, 169 groups of pupils from various primary schools visited 

an educational garden. These pupils were given 22 gardening lessons 

over the year. This means that a grand total of 3,718 classes (22 

lessons x 169 groups) were given. Exactly half (50%) the number of 

primary schools in Rotterdam have their pupils visit these educa-

tional gardens. In addition, 2,039 groups of primary school children 

of all ages visited one of the seven Rotterdam centres for nature and 

environmental education. Some groups even visited a centre twice 

during the course of the year under review. 73% of all primary 

schools had their pupils visit one of these centres. 35,824 Rotterdam 

residents visited an educational exhibition on the topic of nature and 

the environment.
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Task 9   To prepare for the consequences  
of climate change

Rotterdam-noord’s new Benthemplein will be the first multi-functional water plaza in the world . aRTIST IMPRESSIOn DE uRBanISTEn

A significant increase in 
green roofing 
Green roofing forms a rain drainage buffer, 

makes the city look greener, filters the air 

and improves a roof’s longevity. The 

municipality and a number of water boards 

have set up a green roofing subsidy scheme 

to stimulate investment in green roofs. The 

total area of green roofing for which a 

subsidy was applied for increased by 

56,000 square metres in 2011, more than 

double the figure for 2010. By the end of 

2011, the grand total was at 90,000 square 

metres. Interest in the monthly green 

roofing information meetings on the roof 

terrace of the Groot Handelsgebouw 

building, the so-called ‘green info roof’, was 

also high. Key features of these meetings 

are personal advice and presentations by 

suppliers of green roofing. The opening of 

green info roof in 2011 attracted well over 

300 visitors. 

 

Benthemplein multi-func-
tional water square 
Rotterdam-Noord will become home to the 

world’s first multi-functional water plaza. 

The concrete-dominated Benthemplein is 

being transformed into a city square with 

plenty of space for water, sports and 

vegetation. The design was drafted with the 

cooperation of residents from the neighbour-

ing buildings and approved in 2011. 

Construction on the new Benthemplein will 

start in 2012 and is due to be completed in 

2013. The design of the water plaza has the 

sunken areas of the new square catch water 

in the event of a heavy rainfall. Large gutters 

will transport the water to shallow basins, 

where it will be collected. Should the rains be 

heavier or go on for a longer period of time, 

the recessed sports field area will also store 

water. A waterfall flows down from the roof 

of one building. When the weather is dry, 

there is seating available almost everywhere, 

while the basins provide space for sports and 

games. The design by DE URBANISTEN and 

Studio Marco Vermeulen was drafted 

following input from nearby residents and 

students from the Grafisch Lyceum design 

school. By establishing water plazas, 

Our climate is changing and this also has consequences for Rotterdam . Rainfall is becoming heavier, resulting in an 
increased risk of flooding in the city . In time, Rotterdam, being a low-lying delta city, will have to contend with the rising 
sea level and with river levels that are sometimes very high or, in contrast, very low . The Rotterdam Climate Proof 
programme was established to think of these upcoming changes not as a threat, but as an opportunity . The programme 
aims to ensure that Rotterdam is 100% climate proof by 2025 . The programme is made up of the following themes: 
water safety, accessibility, climate proof construction, the urban water system and the urban climate . 

activities and Results 
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By signing a Memorandum of understanding, ho Chi Minh City and Rotterdam 

initiated an intensive partnership in March .

In Overschie, the Kleinpolderplein water plaza was completed . The water plaza improves the quality of the urban area and also serves as a water storage 

facility . 
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Rotterdam aims to improve the quality of 

the outdoor environment while, at the same 

time, addressing the anticipated effects of 

climate change. 

Rotterdam, an Example to Ho 
Chi Minh City 
By jointly signing a Memorandum of 

Understanding, Ho Chi Minh City and 

Rotterdam initiated an intensive partnership 

in March. But what is the intended outcome 

of the cooperation? Sustainable and climate 

proof development of the city and the 

Vietnamese port of Ho Chi Minh City. 

A consortium led by the company Grontmij 

is currently overseeing the implementation 

phase. The project is part of the Ministry of 

Infrastructure and the Environment’s Global 

Water programme and is being financed 

through the Partners for Water. As a result of 

its Rotterdam Climate Proof programme, 

Rotterdam has become to form an interna-

tional example of delta technology and 

climate-proofing. This means that other 

delta cities should be able to benefit from our 

experiences. In addition, Rotterdam has 

gained experience in relocating port-related 

business towards the sea (the construction 

of Maasvlakte 1 and 2) and re-developing 

port sites now situated in the inner-city. 

The cooperation with Ho Chi Minh City takes 

place under the Connecting Delta Cities 

knowledge network umbrella. Not only does 

it make Rotterdam more visible internation-

ally, but it also benefits businesses and the 

development of knowledge (more details 

below). 

Connecting Delta Cities 
The Connecting Delta Cities (CDC) network 

initiated by Rotterdam has come to form an 

example of how cities can work together 

within the C40 Cities alliance. CDC offers 

Rotterdam the opportunity to exchange 

information on climate-proofing and water 

management, while also enabling the city to 

export its knowledge and innovative 

processes. In the meantime, this exchange 

has led to the awarding of orders to 

consortia in which companies and knowledge 

institutions from the Rotterdam area are 

nina Mols, a student at zadkine College, 
contributed to the design of the Benthem-
plein water plaza . 

Together with other Zadkine 
students, we were adamant that the 
design ought to include a sports field. 
And now a sportsfield features as part 
of the design. We have definitely been 
taken seriously. That’s really great!
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Residents seek shade under the trees .
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participants. In 2011, these included 

assignments in Jakarta (€4 million), New 

Orleans (€1.5 million) and Ho Chi Minh City 

(€1 million). In this way, CDC is implement-

ing the commercialisation and export of 

knowledge promoted by the top sectors. This 

is good for  the city’s image, its business 

sector and, increasingly, for its knowledge 

and education institutions, especially in view 

of the fact that a large num ber of interna-

tional climate-proofing issues are researched 

and resolved by students from Erasmus 

University Rotterdam and Rotterdam 

University. 

 

Heat stress study in Rotter-
dam completed 
Studies carried out by the Knowledge for 

Climate national research programme in 

cooperation with the City of Rotterdam 

(Rotterdam Climate Proof), Deltares, 

Wageningen UR, the Netherlands Organiza-

tion for Applied Scientific Research and the 

Municipal Health Service show that Dutch 

cities also suffer from the urban heat island 

effect. During calm summer nights, 

Rotterdam showed a temperature difference 

of up to 8 degrees Celsius between urban and 

rural areas. It is expected that climate 

change will lead to dramatic temperature 

rises and that heat waves and periods of 

drought will occur more frequently. Often, 

this in turn will lead to a drop in air and 

water quality (cyanobacteria and botulism). 

Vulnerable groups may therefore see their 

health at increased risk. 

In addition 
•	 	In	August,	the	subterranean	water	

storage facility underneath the 

Museumpark parking lot was opened . It 

can hold ten million litres - equal to the 

amount of water needed to fill four 

Olympic-size swimming pools . It is the 

largest subterranean water storage 

facility in the netherlands, serving to 

temporarily store rain water in the 

event of heavy or protracted rainfall 

and helping to reduce the risk of 

flooding in Rotterdam’s centre . 

•	 	Construction	on	the	Kruisplein	parking	

lot also got underway in 2011, with 

construction of its water storage 

facility set to begin in mid-2012 . 

•	 	In	Overschie,	the	Kleinpolderplein	water	

plaza was completed . The water plaza 

improves the quality of the urban area 

and also serves as a water storage 

facility . Bodies of water also help catch 

excess rain water . The Kleinpolderplein 

water plaza was realised in cooperation 

with funding parties . 

•	 	The	plan	of	action	on	floating	homes	in	

nassauhaven has been ratified . 

•	 	The	feasibility	of	constructing	floating	

homes in Rotterdam’s old city ports 

has been investigated . The process of 

administrative decision-making is in its 

final stages and we are preparing to 

approach market parties . 

•	 	An	international	competitive	rowing	

course is set to be realised in Rotter-

dam’s Eendragtspolder area, combining 

professional sports with a recreation 

and water storage function . 

•	 	Melbourne	became	the	ninth	delta	city	

to join the Connecting Delta Cities 

international knowledge network . 

•	 	In	2011,	the	final	design	of	the	

Bellamyplein water plaza was drawn 

up . Construction of the square will start 

in 2012 . 
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Target Prognosis
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Effects Monitor 

Objective: Rotterdam is 100% climate proof in 2025. 

The ‘100% climate proof’ objective will be set out in more detail as 

the Rotterdam Climate Proof Strategy is drawn up. This strategy is to 

be defined by 2014. 

In the meantime, Rotterdam is already working on a number of 

climate-proofing measures. So as to be better prepared for rising 

water levels and larger quantities of rainfall falling within a short 

space of time, Rotterdam aims to increase the capacity of its water 

storage facilities. 

 

Water Storage 

Objective: In 2025, total water storage capacity will have increased 

by 415,000 cubic metres from the 2010 level. 

Indicator: The number of cubic metres by which water storage 

capacity increases, compared to the level in 2010. 

In 2011, water storage capacity was expanded by over 19,000 cubic 

metres, with water plazas such as the one at Kleinpolderplein 

accounting for 1,000 cubic metres of that figure and the subterra-

nean water storage facility underneath Museumpark accounting for 

another 10,000. The remainder of the new capacity came about as a 

result of green roofs and the construction of new open bodies of 

water (such as at the Spinozapark). 

 

In total, close to 30,000 cubic metres of additional water storage 

capacity has been realised since 2010. This amounts to some 7% of 

the total amount required to meet the 2025 objective. We expect 

that 75,000 cubic metres of additional water storage capacity will be 

in place by 2015. Currently, we are reassessing the Rotterdam Water 

Plan implementation strategy, reviewing its feasibility, including in 

the light of current and upcoming area development. This reassess-

ment is set to be completed by the end of 2012. 

Green Roofs and Façades 

Objective: 160,000 square metres of green façades and roofs 

in 2014. 

Indicator: The total area of green façades and roofs subsidy was 

applied for since 2010. 

We are well on our way to reach the 2014 objective. Based on the 

green roofing municipal subsidy scheme data, the total surface area 

of green roofing for which a subsidy was applied for increased by 

56,000 square metres in 2011, more than double the figure for 

2010. By the end of 2011, the grand total was 90,000 square 

metres. No green façades with water storage capacity were com-

pleted in 2011. 
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Task 10   To stimulate sustainable urban 
and regional development

Minister Schultz van haegen (Infrastructure and the Environment) and the aldermen Ms Van huffelen (Sustainability, Inner City and Public Spaces) and Ms 

Baljeu (Port, Transport and Regional Economy) together with a local resident gave the signal for construction of the Rotterdam Roof Park to get underway . 
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Rotterdam is pushing out the 
boundaries of sustainable 
construction 
The redevelopment design for the Rotterdam 

municipal office was awarded four BREEAM-

NL stars, rating it ‘Excellent’. BREEAM is an 

internationally recognised sustainable 

buildings standard. Never before was an 

urban redevelopment project rated as highly. 

Compared to an average building of its size, 

the Rotterdam municipal office consumes 

31% less energy. In addition to energy 

efficiency rates, the responsible use of 

construction materials and the origin of 

those materials were also taken into 

account. The way in which waste materials 

were dealt with at the construction sites, the 

way in which local residents were involved in 

the project and how the municipal office can 

accommodate optimal working environ-

ments was also examined. Because of the 

comprehensive approach involved, the 

municipal office was given high marks in all 

these categories. 

Sustainable Development 
Three knowledge exchange meetings took 

place in 2011 as part of the Sustainable 

Development collaboration agreement. These 

included a visit to the new head office of 

Eneco together with OVG re/developers 

representatives, the Dura Vermeer construc-

tion company arranged an excursion to the 

De Craaien project in Ypenburg, where 

BREEAM-NL-certified houses are being built, 

and we were invited to visit the Sustainable 

Construction Innovation Centre at Heijplaat. 

The development of areas such as the 

Stadshavens showcases Rotterdam’s 

ambitions with regard to sustainable area 

development. 

In addition, the Sustainable Development 

Sustainability takes on a tangible form as a result of new area developments and restructuring in the city . By developing 
and redeveloping buildings and areas in a sustainable way, Rotterdam is taking steps towards becoming a green, clean, 
healthy and economically robust city . Projects such as the Stadshavens, heijplaat and Rotterdam Central District, and 
many like them, all contribute towards the realisation of Rotterdam’s ambition to become the most sustainable 
international port city . Developing these areas creates opportunities that benefit the city and its residents, the sub-
municipalities, and also private parties such as developers, housing associations, construction companies and investors . 

activities and Results 
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The development of areas such as Stadshavens showcases Rotterdam’s ambitions in terms of 

sustainable area development .

The haka building is being transformed from a 

dilapidated empty shell to a ‘Livin’Lab’ packed 

with creative entrepreneurs . 

partners provided information about 

sustainable buildings and sustainable 

development to be included in our 2014 

European Green Capital bid. The market 

steering group is engaged in encouraging 

and stimulating our ambitions to make the 

urban area more sustainable. It is also 

monitoring the extent to which the signato-

ries to the collaboration agreement are 

actually working towards the realisation of 

those ambitions. 

Cooling Network 
Market players have a need for sustainable 

cooling of their buildings. Cooling buildings 

with water from the river Maas can save on 

both energy and expenses. This type of 

cooling has already been achieved  in the 

New Orleans and the De Rotterdam build-

ings. A collective solution is being sought 

after for cooling buildings in the city centre. 

A number of public and private parties are 

developing a business case for a cooling 

network. In 2011, however, this has not yet 

resulted in the private investors agreeing to 

start actual construction of the network. 

Together with the market parties involved, 

we are starting up a new process to 

investigate alternative ways of providing 

sustainable cooling. This forms an important 

pillar in our long-term vision on heating and 

cooling, which will be completed in 2012. 

When it comes to providing a more sustain-

able heat supply, Warmtebedrijf Rotterdam’s 

efforts in using industrial residual heat are of 

great importance. 

Bert Wijbenga van nieuwenhuizen, Woonbron Board President 

The residents are essential players in our efforts to have Heijplaat become energy 
neutral. The project will only have a chance of succeeding if they back it, and if they 
benefit from it. Woonbron is convinced that the project has such backing and therefore 
gladly lends it its full support.

In addition 
•	 	Rotterdam	Central	District	has	been	

designated a pilot area, in which the 

BREEaM quality mark can not only be 

awarded individual buildings, but to 

sustainable area development as well . 

The purpose of the quality mark is to 

support integrated area development . 

•	 	Together	with	a	number	of	different	

parties in the area, we have made a 

start on the drafting of a sustainability 

agenda for the Rotterdam Central 

District . The agenda was commissioned 

by the Rotterdam Central District 

association, which unites the stake-

holders in the area . On the one hand, 

the sustainability agenda lists what 

sustainability opportunities are 

available to each of the individual 

parties and, on the other hand, what 

opportunities there are if they work 

together and what they can do to 

jointly promote the area . Examples of 

sustainability in Rotterdam Central 

District include the Electric Transport 

Centre and the roof of solar panels on 

the new Rotterdam Central Station . 

•	 	Our	priority	list	for	sustainable	

development of the city centre actively 

targets greening projects, the re-use of 

existing offices and initiatives in the 

inner city’s west end . With this in mind, 

green façades have been constructed in 

the west end and a start was made with 

upgrading the Plaza complex and 

making it more sustainable . 

•	 	Sustainable	development	is	being	

enacted in other areas as well . In 

heijplaat, the focus is on driving 

towards energy-neutral area develop-

ment by and in cooperation with the 

residents . Sustainability forms a 

guiding principle in the structural 

vision for the Stadshavens, which was 

laid down in 2011 . Sustainability is 

also an award criterion in the tendering 

process for the development project in 

the hart van zuid district . The available 

opportunities for saving energy 

contribute to the feasibility of the 

long-term business case . The Vier-

havensstrip roof park provides a fine 

example of how to combine vegetation, 

water collection facilities and shops . 

Construction on the roof park got 

underway in august and the shops 

opened for the first time in november .
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Effects Monitor 

Objective: All areas in which large-scale development is to take place 

(Inner City, Stadshavens and Hart van Zuid) are awarded at least two 

stars under the national sustainable area development quality mark 

system. 

Indicator: The percentage of area development projects awarded two 

national sustainable area development quality mark stars. 

 

An important condition for sustainable area development is having 

sustainability conditions integrated within all area development 

projects. This will improve the quality of the living environment. In 

2011, no large-scale area development projects were yet awarded 

the desired two stars. 

 

The effects of our new policy will become visible over the next few 

years, as we will ensure that large-scale area development projects 

meet sustainability conditions. In keeping with the fact that we are 

offering this guarantee, we have concluded a number of agreements 

on sustainable construction and sustainable area development with 

housing associations and developers. Examples are the Sustainable 

Development collaboration agreement of October 2010 and the 

‘Working together towards Rotterdam 2010-2014’ agreement made 

with the housing associations in February 2011. As far as transform-

ing building use is concerned, we committed to the ‘Dealing with 

vacant offices’ covenant of 14 April 2011. We will also carry out 

BREEAM-NL self assessments for all area development projects, so as 

to monitor whether we will meet our objective. 
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Rotterdam aims to become a sustainable city. Within the city itself, 

this is to be reflected in a robust economy and a high quality of 

living. As far as the port is concerned, the goal is to be a forerunner in 

energy efficiency and sustainability2. Rotterdam’s sustainability 

ambition means that economic development should go hand in hand 

with ever-decreasing CO2 emissions in all relevant aspects of being a 

city and a port – Living, working, mobility and production. Funda-

mental changes, or transitions, in the way energy is used in the 

built-up environment (living, working), traffic and transport (mobil-

ity), and industry and power generation (production) sectors will be 

necessary to accomplish this. 

 

The progress of the transition is identified by linking CO2 emissions 

to economic development indicators in the three sectors referred to 

above, resulting in the following transition indicators: 

•	 	For	the	built-up	environment	-	CO2 emissions per square metre of 

floor area 

•	 	For	traffic	and	transport	-	CO2 emissions per kilometre travelled 

•	 	for	industry	and	power	generation	-	CO2 emissions per unit of 

electricity production 

The 1990 (reference year), 2010 and 2011 values for these sectors 

were calculated. 

Sustainable Rotterdam Transition Monitor

Jan Rotmans, professor in transitions and transition management, Erasmus university Rotterdam 

The transition towards a sustainable supply of energy is of crucial importance to the 
city of Rotterdam and its port. Only by having a clean supply of energy will Rotterdam 
be able to realise long-term sustainable development of the city and to present itself as 
the foremost biobased European and global port.

Sustainable Built-up Environment 
The built-up environment indicator is divided into indicators for the 

subsectors: houses, municipal buildings and SMEs. CO2 emissions 

were calculated over total energy consumption, in other words, 

including gas, electricity and heating. No electricity consumption 

data are available for 1990. 

Homes 
The Effects Monitor for Task 1 shows that CO2 emissions by private 

homes is slowly decreasing. In 2011, the decrease from the 2010 

levels was mainly the result of the weather: the winter was extremely 

cold in 2010. The total floor area had also increased a little. The 

effect of the RCI efforts to reduce CO2 emissions is slowly becoming 

visible. An important achievement in this regard was Warmtebedrijf 

Rotterdam connecting more private residences to the industrial 

residual heat network (AVR Rozenburg). The number of houses 
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Sustainability and Climate Change 2010-2014 Programme sets out to engage Rotterdam in a process of transition 
into a sustainable port and city . Progress is reported on annually by means of this Transition Monitor, which outlines 
the results of the RCI programme . The annual Transition Monitor provides a view on whether we are on the right track 
towards a sustainable Rotterdam, following up on the baseline measurement taken in 2011 by Drift1 and the DCMR 
Environmental Protection agency Rijnmond . Its focus therefore lies upon the transition towards sustainable energy . 
Over the coming period, we will investigate whether the Transition Monitor could be expanded to cover the other 
sustainability tasks, such as the climate-proofing task . 

1   Rotterdam: Meer doen met minder energie, Drift, September 

2011 

2   Port Vision 2030, ‘Port Compass’, Port of Rotterdam, December 

2011
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connected increased from 2,225 to 2,771 in 2011. In addition, some 

business premises, such as offices, were also connected to the 

network. By the by, the residual heat is currently being produced by 

temporary installations, like auxiliary boilers, with production by AVR 

starting in 2013. Energy savings are also being realised through the 

renovation of houses by housing associations and through providing 

energy savings advice to 15,000 low-income households. We expect 

this to lead to a 10% reduction in the CO2 emissions of these 

households - and a decrease of their energy bill by some hundred 

euros a year. 

Connecting Houses to the Warmtebedrijf 
Network 

The number of homes connected to the Warmtebedrijf Rotterdam 

network increased to 2,771 . This is still a very small percentage 

of the total number of homes in Rotterdam (some 300,000), but 

every home connected to the network will see its CO2 emissions 

drop by a whopping 84% . If, in time, 50,000 houses are con-

nected to the network, this certainly qualifies as a transition . For 

the purposes of this calculation, offices and other such premises 

are converted to houses with an equivalent floor area .  

Municipal Buildings 
In the case of municipal buildings, the quantity of CO2 emissions per 

square metre of floor area has remained largely the same. This 

amount is lower than that for houses or SMEs, mainly because there 

are no emissions related to electricity consumption: For all municipal 

buildings now make use of green power. No 2011 data are available 

on gas consumption. Based on weighted reference day averages (in 

conformity with how gas consumption is calculated for houses), an 

estimation could be produced for 2011 gas consumption, which in 

turn formed the basis for calculating accompanying CO2 emissions. A 

start was made in 2011 to make municipal swimming pools more 

sustainable, as they are relatively large energy consumers. This will 

lead to reductions in gas, electricity and heat consumption of 43%, 

24% and 35%, respectively, as well as a reduction in water con-

sumption of 9%. 

SMEs 
In the case of SMEs, CO2 emissions per square metre of floor area 

increased slightly. This has been estimated on the basis of the 

growth of the sector. The RCI is endeavouring to enable SMEs to 

realise energy savings by communicating and sharing information 

with them on a sectoral level. Following an energy scan and the 

installation of energy-efficient lighting, measures with a short 

payback period (one to two years) are carried out immediately. At the 

same time, Rotterdam, through adjusting rules and regulations, 

encourages SMEs to carry out all measures with a five-year payback 

period. The number of companies having an energy plan drawn up 

increased slightly in 2011, from 14% to 16%. This approach will be 

continued for the coming years. 

Sustainable Traffic and Transport 
The traffic and transport sector is subdivided into passenger traffic 

(car, public transport, motorbike and bicycle) and freight traffic (by 

road). 

Passenger Traffic 
The total of passenger traffic CO2 emissions is calculated by adding 

together the emissions generated by cars, buses and motorbikes. 

Metro, tram (public transport operator RET has been using only green 

power for years now) and bicycle emissions are set as being zero. The 

total amount of public transport passenger kilometres has been 

calculated. The Regional Traffic Environmental Map was the source of 

all data3. CO2 emissions per passenger kilometre have been decreas-

ing due to the use of cleaner means of transport and a relative 

increase in the use of public transport and bicycles for travel. 

In the Netherlands, CO2 emissions from new cars per kilometre 

travelled had stayed the same for years, but a breach of this trend 

started becoming visible4 in 2008 as a consequence of more 

stringent European emission standards and tax measures, leading to 

an increase in the demand for energy-efficient cars. 

Rotterdam is seeking to increase the use of electric cars. In the past 

year, the number of electric cars has increased from half a dozen to 

61. We would like to see that  number keep growing sharply over the 

coming few years, as electric cars not only contribute towards a 
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3 Source: Rotterdam Department for urban Planning and housing 

4 Source: www .compendiumvoordeleefomgeving .nl
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reduction in CO2 emissions, but also improve air quality and produce 

less noise. 

By encouraging travelling by bicycle (more and improved bicycle 

paths, more storage facilities), the amount of kilometres travelled by 

bicycle has been on the increase for years. 

Electric Transport 

Electric transport is still in its infancy in the netherlands . 

Rotterdam is encouraging the use of electric cars and stimulating 

people to make the switch by installing a large network of 

on-street recharging stations, all supplying green electricity . By 

the end of 2011, 61 electric cars were being used in Rotterdam . 

That number is slowly increasing . Our aim is for there to be 1,000 

in use by 2014 . Every use of an electric car (if powered by green 

power) means a 100% reduction of CO2 emissions compared to a 

normal, petrol-powered one . Electric cars emit less PM10 and 

nOx and also produce far less noise when driven at low speeds . 

note: If the car is powered by grey power, CO2 emissions would be 

reduced by some 30-40% when compared to a normal car1 . 

Freight Traffic 
Just as is the case with passenger cars, CO2 emissions per freight 

traffic kilometre driven have not changed substantially over the past 

twenty years. The introduction of European standards did drive PM10 

and NOx emissions down, however. The RCI is encouraging road 

traffic to use biofuels. An RCI pilot drove up biodiesel consumption 

from 380,000 litres in 2010 to 470,000 litres in 2011, which is 

equivalent to some 0.3% of total freight traffic kilometres driven on 

Rotterdam’s roads and motorways. 

 

Shipping 
Total CO2 emissions by the shipping sector are roughly equal to the 

total emissions of passenger traffic. Ship emissions were not included 

in the chart, as no actual data are available. We intend to have it 

included in due course. 

The RCI seeks to encourage sustainable shipping developments. The 

Port of Rotterdam introduced an Environmental Ship Index, which 

grants cleaner vessels reductions in their port charges. In 2011, the 

25 ‘cleanest’ ships were awarded such reductions5. 

A large-scale programme to introduce cold ironing for inland-water-

way shipping was launched. The number of connections increased 

from 168 by the end of 2009 to 404 by late 2011. Stena Line will 

introduce the first cold ironing facilities for seagoing vessels in 2012. 

In addition, the Green Award certificate for inland vessels was 

recently introduced. Starting in 2012, inland-waterway vessels 

holding this certificate will have their inland port charges reduced by 

15%. Ships having an exhaust after-treatment device (particulate 

filter, catalytic converter) installed or that are powered by LNG will 

even be eligible for a 30% reduction. 

 

Sustainable Power Generation 
CO2 emissions per product unit form an obvious indicator when it 

comes to measuring progress towards a sustainable industry and 

power generation sector. This is more difficult, however, when it 

comes to the chemical industry, though, as its products are highly 

diverse. Refineries may not have so diverse a range of products, but 

developments such as hydrogen production will mean that a 

measurement based on CO2 emissions will produce a distorted view. 

Energy efficiency, on the other hand, can be determined for both 

sectors (see Task 2). For power generating companies, emissions are 

5 Source: www .portofrotterdam .com 
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linked to power generation (kWh). CO2 emissions per electricity in 

kWh in 2010 and 2011 declined sharply in relation to the 1990 

levels. This is predominantly the result of introducing more higher-

yield CHP plants. 

The RCI’s aims with respect to power generation are to improve 

energy efficiency and to effect reductions in carbon emissions 

through CCS and the co-burning of biomass in coal-fired power 

plants (both at the current E.ON plant at Maasvlakte and at the new 

E.ON and Electrabel plants). In addition, the increase in other 

sustainable energy generation methods, in particular in wind energy 

wattage, leads to carbon-less power generation. Wind energy 

wattage is to have been more than doubled in ten years, from 130 

MW in 2011 to 300-350 MW in 2020. 

Conclusion 
Completing a sustainability transition in Rotterdam will take 

sustained effort over many years. As a consequence, the results will 

only be truly visible in the long term. As we are not talking only about 

technological innovation, but also about policy, behavioural and 

cultural changes, things will only start moving for real once new ways 

of thinking, working and organising have been implemented on a 

large enough scale. The Transition Monitor shows us that we have 

sown the seeds for this transition on some matters of high impor-

tance. The opportunities created by the RCI are increasingly leading 

to success. In structural terms, the expansion of the heating network, 

the infrastructure to accommodate electric cars and the preparatory 

work done to realise carbon capture and storage (CCS) are clear 

indicators that a substantial leap forward is possible in the near 

future. 

 

 

Carbon Capture, Transport and Storage 
(CCS)

Rotterdam wishes to implement CCS on a large scale . Should a 

positive investment decision be obtained in 2012, the Rotterdam 

CCS Demonstration Project (ROaD) at E .On’s new coal-fired 

power plant will lead to reductions in carbon emissions of 1 .1 

Mtonnes by 2015 . Our final goal is to capture all CO2 at this 

plant, as well as at the new GDFSuEz (Electrabel) plant . By 2025, 

this should have resulted in carbon reductions of 9 .5 Mtonnes 

and, consequently, a reduction in CO2 emissions by 85-90% for 

power generation at those plants . We will then have realised a 

full-blown transition to carbon-free power generation . 
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Organisation and Finances

Sustainable 2010-2014 Programme 
Sustainability and Climate Change 2010-2014 Programme is a 

programme that touches on most, if not all of the domains that form 

part of the policy areas within the City of Rotterdam. When it comes 

to achieving the desired results, a lot hinges on the efforts made by 

third parties. With this in mind those parties in the city that find the 

ball in their court are actively encouraged to contribute and receive 

our support in implementing changes, whenever possible and 

necessary.  

 

The practical implementation of the programme and reporting on its 

progress are carried out by the Rotterdam Office for Sustainability 

and Climate Changes. The Office is also responsible for coordinating 

the municipality’s statutory environmental responsibilities. The 

‘normal’ municipal organisation and the three external RCI partners 

- Port of Rotterdam, Deltalinqs and DCMR Environmental Protection 

Agency Rijnmond - are and will remain responsible for implementing 

the individual projects. 

 

The following are additional responsibilities of the Office: 

•	 	Facilitating the RCI cooperative venture  

•	 	Maintaining networks with the principal (municipal) parties 

implementing the programme and with the other municipal 

programmes 

•	 	Ensuring sustainability in all aspects of the municipal organisa-

tion (service departments), of the sub-municipalities and of the 

relevant external public and private partners 

•	 	Maintaining and connecting to knowledge and other networks 

relevant to the implementation of the programme 

•	 	Stimulating, facilitating, directing, connecting

•	 	Organising communication concerning and participation in 

Sustainability and Climate Change 2010-2014 Programme. 

The Rotterdam Office for Sustainability and Climate Changes, in 

being responsible for the municipal statutory environmental tasks, 

serves as the commissioning institution for the DCMR Environmental 

Protection Agency Rijnmond. In 2011, the Office had a staffing 

capacity of 19 FTE and formed part of the City of Rotterdam’s Urban 

Planning and Housing cluster. 

 

Rotterdam Climate Initiative 
The RCI, launched in 2007, is a public-private cooperative venture of 

the City of Rotterdam, the DCMR Environmental Protection Agency 

Rijnmond, the Port of Rotterdam and Deltalinqs. Its main targets are 

effecting sustainable economic development and ensuring that CO2 

emissions in 2025 are only half the levels that they were in 1990. In 

addition, Rotterdam is to be 100% climate proof by 2025. This is the 

main goal of the Rotterdam Climate Proof sub-programme. All of 

these objectives formed an integral part of Sustainability and Climate 

Change 2010-2014 Programme right from the start. Having 

integrated the RCI into this programme, the municipality is able to 

tackle the municipal climate and environmental task load in its 

entirety.

The RCI cooperative venture is managed by the RCI Board, which is 

chaired by the Mayor of Rotterdam, Mr Aboutaleb. The Board 

consists of representatives of the senior management of the four 

partners, in addition to representatives from the Province of 

SouthHolland. The Board is advised and assessed by the RCI Council, 

which is chaired by Mr Lubbers. The council is made up of stakehold-

ers and experts from the business sector, governments, civil society 

organisations and knowledge institutions. 
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Composition of the RCI Board 
Mr A. Aboutaleb  BEng, Chairman 

Mr H.N.J. Smits  MSc, Port of Rotterdam, Vice-chairman 

Ms A.C. van Huffelen  MSc, Alderman of Sustainability, Inner City and Public Spaces 

Ms J.N. Baljeu MSc, Alderman of the Port, Transport and Regional Economy 

Mr F.D. van Heijningen  LL.M, DCMR Environmental Protection Agency Rijnmond Board Chairman and member of the 

Zuid-Holland Provincial Executive (until April 2011) 

Ms J.W.E. Spies, LL.M. member of the Zuid-Holland Provincial Executive (starting  April 2011) 

Mr J.H. van den Heuvel LL.M., DCMR Environmental Protection Agency Rijnmond 

Mr M.W. van Sluis  RA, Deltalinqs 

Ms P.W. Verhoeven  MSc, Director Sustainability and Climate Change, City of Rotterdam  

Mr W.J. de Raaf  RCI Programme manager, RCI Board and Council Secretary

Composition of the RCI Council 

Prof. R.F.M. Lubbers  RCI  Council Chairman 

Mr H.N.J. Smits  MSc, Port of Rotterdam 

Prof. A.P.C. Faaij  Utrecht University 

Mr J.A. van de Gronden  World Wide Fund for Nature 

Dr B. ter Haar  Ministry of Infrastructure and the Environment 

Prof. P. Vellinga  Wageningen University 

Prof. C. van der Linde  Clingendael 

Mr L. Werring  MSc, Clingendael 

Dr N.C.M. Alma-Zeestraten  VNCI 

Mr Y. de Boer  KPMG Consultancy 

Mr J. Tholen  MSc, KPMG Sustainability 

Prof. J.A. Vijlbrief  Ministry of Economic Affairs, Agriculture and Innovation 

Mr Brouwer  MSc, Ministry of Economic Affairs, Agriculture and Innovation 

Mr R.L. Knegt  MSc, Eneco Energie Business to Business, on behalf of: 

Mr J.F. de Haas  LL.M, Eneco 

Mr P.F. ter Kulve  Unilever Benelux, to be succeeded by: 

Mr F.J. Weijers  Unilever Benelux 

Mr C. van Oostrom  MSc, OVG 

Mr H.R. van Scherpenzeel  MSc, Shell Nederland Raffinaderij, to be succeeded by: 

Mr B.P. Voet  MSc, Shell Nederland Raffinaderij 

Mr Vermaat  MBA, Evides 

Mr W.J. de Raaf  RCI Programme manager, RCI Board and Council Secretary 

Composition Management team Rotterdam Office for Sustainability and Climate Changes, 
City of Rotterdam 

Ms P.W. Verhoeven  MSc, Director Sustainability and Climate Change, City of Rotterdam 

Mr F.H.M. Akerboom  MSc, Manager Sustainable Buildings and Area Development

Mr A. Molenaar  MSc, Manager Climate Proof

Mr W.J. de Raaf MBA, Manager Port and Industry  

Mr M.R. te Veldhuis  MSc, Manager Environment

Ms N.E. Wirschell  MSc, Communications Manager

Ms R. Sewtahal  LL.M, Head of Staff
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Finances 
The financial accountability for the use of municipal funds for 

Sustainability and Climate Change 2010-2014 Programme, 

including the RCI, takes place by means of the management reports 

submitted by the Urban Planning and Housing cluster to the 

Municipal Council (sustainability directorate and environment 

directorate products). This 2011 Rotterdam Sustainability Monitor 

only contains an outline. The programme is financed from multiple 

sources of funding. In 2010, the Municipal Executive’s Budget allocat-

ed €31 million to Sustainability and Climate Change 2010-2014 

Programme. In addition, public funding for environmental tasks 

(DCMR) and the national government air and soil quality monies, 

amongst others, are managed by the Programme. Accountability for 

the use of those funds is submitted in reports drafted specifically for 

that purpose. 

In its accounting of the use of monies in 2011, this report only 

comments on the main features of the Programme’s budget. 

The multi-annual Sustainable 2010-2014 Programme budget was 

distributed at the start of the programme across the years as 

follows: 

Year 2011 2012 2013 2014 Total

Programme budget x 1,000 € 6,000 € 7,000 € 8,500 € 9,500 € 31,000

Continuos budget Programme Rotterdam Climate Proof € 2,200 € 1,800   € 4,000 

Budget Cutbacks 
The amount of €31 million originally allocated was adjusted in 2011 by a number of budget cutback measures.  

The below table details the consequences: 

Year 2011 2012 2013 2014 Total

Estimated budget x 1,000 euros € 8,200 € 8,800 € 8,500 € 9,500 € 35,000

-/- Cut backs:

ad 1 . amount of budget towards Green  € 1,000-  € 1,000-

€ 3,525 

ad 2 . Discount commitment stop € 750-    

ad 3 . amount of budget towards 2014 € 1,715-   € 1,715 

ad 4 . Discount budget 2012  € 700-   

ad 5 . Displacement towards environmental team  € 75-   

new estimated budget (31/12/2011) € 5,735 € 7,025 € 8,500 € 10,215 € 31,475 
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2011 Annual Account 
The below table compares budget and expenses in 2011. 

Summary of 2011 Annual Account Sustainable 2010-2014 Programme 

Item Amount x 1,000 Explanatory Notes

2011 Estimated Budget € 5,735 Programme budget, less budget cutbacks 

+ RCI Special-purpose Reserve € 7,361 RCI/RCP and Green Roofing Special-purpose Reserve

+ External Funding € 1,052 incl . MuSIC and IKS subsidies 

+ Capital Expenditure Cover € 657 Interest and depreciation (green roofing, floating pavilion, water 

plazas) 

available Budget 1/1/2011 € 14,805

-/- 2011 Expenditure € 9,435 Sustainability and Climate Change 2010-2014 Programme’s 

spending  was influenced by the fact that the programme only 

started in May 2011 . up to that time, commitments were only 

sparingly entered into . In addition, a commitment stop was 

imposed in response to the municipal budget cutbacks

31/12/11 Balance € 5,370 The remaining amount will be used to cover any downward 

revaluation of the ICOS investment fund participation (max . €2 

million); the remaining €3,370 million will be used to cover the 

commitments already entered into by the RCI 

Of the expenditure of €9,435 million in 2011, €7,354 million was directly spent on project payments. The remaining expenses of €2,081 

million concern indirect costs and capital expenditure. 

The below table lists the amount spent on projects for each of the Ten Tasks: 

Task  Amount spent x 1,000 

1 . to lead the way in reducing CO2 emissions  € 2,155 

2 . To improve energy efficiency  € 531 

3 . To make the switch to sustainable energy and the use of biomass as a raw material  € 652 

4 . To promote sustainable mobility and transport  € 466 

5 . To reduce noise pollution and improve air quality  € 0* 

6 . To make the city greener  € 44 

7 . To increase investments in sustainability and to promote sustainable products  € 847 

8 . To increase public support for sustainability through education and research  € 730 

9 . To prepare for the consequences of climate change  € 1,052 

10 . To stimulate sustainable urban and regional development  € 877 

Total  € 7 .354

* Projects pertaining to this task are financed by sources other than the Programme’s budget. 
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RCI Partners Funding 
The RCI cooperative venture’s external partners were allocated an RCI 

working budget by the municipality. In addition, they received 

funding from their own organisations and members to realise a 

co-financing system. As a result, the RCI became less dependent on 

municipal funding. The external RCI partners in 2011 in total spent 

€2,170,000 of the programme’s budget (included in the expenses per 

task listing above): 

- DCMR €892,000 

- Deltalinqs €800,000 

- Port of Rotterdam €478,000 

The Deltalinqs projects were co-financed by the European Climate 

Foundation, the Global CSS Institute and the business sector to the 

amount of almost €1.8 million. 

The Port of Rotterdam itself financed the some €1.6 million worth of 

hours spent by its own employees on RCI activities and also paid 

some €100,000 in external costs. 

Consolidation of Environmental and 
 Sustainability Resources 
In July 2011, all resources available for the Sustainability tasks were 

transferred from the Public Administration Division to the Sustain-

ability 2010-2014 Programme, Urban Planning and Housing cluster. 

In addition, all noise, air, soil, authorisation and enforcement-related 

resources were also administratively transferred from the Public 

Works Department to the Urban Planning and Housing cluster. As a 

result, the entire Environment/Sustainability policy domain was 

centralised within the municipal organisation for administrative 

purposes as well. 
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